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Abstract 
In this paper we consider whether L([w) has “enough information” to contain a counter- 
example to the continuum hypothesis. We believe this question provides deep insight into the 
difficulties surrounding the continuum hypothesis. We show sufficient conditions for L(W) not 
to contain such a counterexample. Along the way we establish many results about non- 
stationary towers, non-reflecting stationary sets, generalizations of proper and semiproper 
forcing and Chang’s conjecture. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we present some work related to the continuum problem, which can 
be rephrased as the problem of the existence of a surjective (possibly partial) function 
,f: IR + o2 (02 is the least ordinal of cardinality the second uncountable cardinal). The 
existence of such a function is equivalent (in Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the 
axiom of choice, ZFC) with the failure of the continuum hypothesis. Godel [12], in 
1933, showed that the continuum hypothesis is consistent with ZFC and Cohen [l], in 
1963, showed that the negation of the continuum hypothesis is consistent with ZFC. 
For a while there was some hope that a plausible strong axiom would settle the 
continuum hypothesis, and work continues in that direction to this day. Conventional 
large cardinals are unaffected by “small forcing” and thus, unfortunately, can have no 
direct bearing on the continuum hypothesis itself. 
What is less clear is whether large cardinals can settle the existence of a definable or 
constructible surjection f: IL! + ~0~. Unpublished work of Abraham, Shelah, Solovay, 
Woodin and others show that one can force (with “small forcing”) a a:-definable 
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well-ordering of the reals, even with the CH failing. On the other hand, large cardinals 
yield “sharps” for easily defined “inner-models” and consequently these inner-models 
cannot define a counterexample to the CH. (For example, if O# exists, then of is 
countable. Since the CH holds in L, there is not even a (partial) surjective function 
f: R! + w1 that lies in L.) 
An attractive version of this problem is: Is there a surjective function f: R -+ w2 
which lies in L(R)? In other words, having all of the real numbers and ZF as resources, 
can you define/construct a counterexample to the CH? Since the CH is consistent 
with large cardinals, if large cardinals settle this question, then they must settle it with 
the negative answer. 
A function from the reals onto the ordinals yields a natural equivalence relation; 
that of being in the same fiber over an ordinal. The project of counting the classes of 
definable equivalence relations has a long history. Silver [32], showed that every 
II:-equivalence relation has either a countable number of classes or a perfect set of 
inequivalent reals. Burgess [6], showed that every X; equivalence relation has either 
less than or equal w,-classes or a perfect set of classes. Kechris [16], showed that, 
under the assumption of ZF + ADL’“‘, every Xi-equivalence relation has either less 
than or equal wl-classes or a perfect set of inequivalent reals. Shelah [27] showed the 
analogous result for II:-equivalence relations, assuming that only countably any reals 
are constructible from a given real. 
This paper is a collection of theorems proved (in the main) from 1986 to 1989 that 
we viewed as partial results towards showing that sufficiently large cardinals implied 
no equivalence relation in L(R) can have exactly w2 classes. However, in December 
1991, after the original version of this paper had been typed, Woodin proved that if 
there is a measurable cardinal and the non-stationary ideal on w1 is K,-saturated then 
S: = Kz, refuting our conjecture. (The hypothesis of Woodin’s theorem are consistent 
[ 111.) We present many of our results here anyway for several reasons. First, we find 
them of independent interest. Further, at this time, there are no known techniques for 
getting a function in L(R) that maps the reals onto the w3 of I’ consistent with large 
cardinals (or even AD in L(R).) Conceivably our techniques could be used to refute 
the existence of such a function. Finally, they can be combined with Woodin’s results 
to prove highly non-trivial theorems; e.g. that it is inconsistent o have the non- 
stationary ideal on w1 be HI-saturated AND have the non-stationary ideal on 
o2 restricted to cofinality o1 be saturated, and that PFA does not imply that the 
non-stationary ideal on oi is saturated. (It is open whether it is consistent o have an 
KS-saturated ideal on K2 and simultaneously have the non-stationary ideal on K1 be 
K2 saturated.) 
We note that others have considered this question before us, notably Kechris, 
Martin and Moschovakis. (See Moschovakis’ book [25] or Martin’s article [21] for 
detailed discussion.) 
In this paper we prove that various large cardinal type properties (such as saturated 
ideals) imply there is no such example in L(R). Our investigations take us fairly far 
afield as we prove results about reflection and non-reflection of stationary sets, 
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Chang’s conjecture, the proper forcing axiom and various non-stationary towers. We 
illustrate many of the obstacles towards generalizing proper and semiproper forcing 
to cardinals above K1. We get extensive information about when, in the presence of 
large cardinals, a partial ordering can introduce a new equivalence class to a weakly 
homogeneously Suslin equivalence relation. 
An outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 1, we define 8, weak and strong 
homogeneity and prove some basic well-known results. We also prove a new result 
that implies the existence of a “non-stationary tower” that yields a generic elementary 
embedding with critical point any regular cardinal above o 1 but does not change the 
class of ordinals with cofinality o. 
In Section 2, we discuss stationary set reflection. We define the class of internally 
approachable structures and show that stationary sets of these structures may reflect. 
We prove ZFC counterexamples to general stationary set reflection (say in 
YU,(H(L))). We consider the “Chang’s conjecture” (oj,w2) ++ (02,01) and prove 
some cofinality results. We show that under PFA (or weaker) there is no cardinal 
K such that VCo’(Wz,<K) has a presaturated ideal on w2 or satisfies (og,w2) + 
(%,a,). 
In Section 3, we define the notion of reasonable forcing and show that if a reason- 
able partial ordering adds a new class to a weakly-homogeneously-Suslin equivalence 
relation then that relation has a perfect set of inequivalent reals. We exhibit, under 
certain assumptions, some reasonable partial orderings that add new classes to any 
weakly-homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relation with > o, classes; as a conse- 
quence, these assumptions imply that 8 < 0,. We prove some abstract results that 
imply 8 < o, in more general settings. These results are applied in Section 4. 
In Section 4, we return to the study of non-stationary towers. We show that if 
certain towers are presaturated, than 0 < w,, that certain reflection properties imply 
that one non-sationary tower can be embedded (as a complete subalgebra) in another 
tower (hence 8 < o,, by Section 2), and discuss the relationship between towers of 
ideals with critical point w, and ideals on o,, after collapsing a cardinal. We introduce 
a reflection hypothesis H and show that it consistently fails. As a consequence, we get 
the consistency of the existence of a huge cardinal K, where (densely often) the 
non-stationary tower when restricted to IA up to K with critical point o,, is not 
k-saturated (we also show that the full non-stationary tower is never k-saturated). We 
show, under C.H., that H implies presaturation and that it is consistent (relative to 
a huge cardinal) for H to hold for a tower of ideals. 
In Section 5, assuming the existence of supercompact cardinals, we show that 
Namba forcing adds a new equivalence class to a prewellordering in L(R) if and only if 
that prewellordering has length at least 02. This argument involves proving the 
determinacy of a game played on the Namba conditions by using homogeneous trees. 
In Section 6, we consider some counter-intuitive consequences of 8 > o, and 
discuss an approach towards exploiting them. 
Throughout this paper we will attempt to stick to the standard vernacular set 
theory. Some common abbreviations and conventions are as follows: A partial 
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ordering P is “stationary set preserving” iff every stationary subset of o 1 in I/ remains 
stationary in I/ . ’ “MM” is an abbreviation for: Martin’s Maximum. 
Martin’s Maximum. If P is stationary set preserving and (D,: c( < o l ) is a col- 
lecting of dense subsets of P, then there is a filter G E P with GnD, # 8 for all 
C?<Oi. 
We will frequently be doing “proper-forcing” type arguments. “H(1)” will be the 
collection of sets of hereditary cardinality < ;1. A typical structure will be of the form 
2I = (H(I), E, n, . . . ) where A will always denote a well-ordering of H(A) in 
order-type IH(n If we consider a A’ < 1 and (H(1), E,A’, . . . ) we will tacitly 
assume that A’ = A r H(l). An algebra on a set X is simply a structure 2I = (X, fi‘)iew 
where each fi : X <w + X. If ‘?I = (X,J, A) is an algebra with A a well-ordering of 
X and Y G X, then Sk’(Y) is the elementary substructure of ‘58 generated by Y. 
A structure ‘3 = (X,Ri,cj,fk)i,j,keo is skolemized iff there are skolem functions for 
‘?I among the fk’s. We will always assume that skolem functions are closed under 
composition. 
If P is a partial ordering, ,l > 1 PJ, and N < (H(J), E, P, A), then q E P is (N, P)- 
generic iff q It for all dense sets D E N, d n N n D # 0, where 6 is the canonical term for 
the generic object for P. We will say that q is strongly (N, P)-generic iff for all dense 
sets D EN there is an r E Dn N with q < r. If q is strongly (N, [ID)-generic we can form 
the model N[q] achieved by interpreting all P-terms lying in N “according to q”. 
If P’ is a partial ordering and p E P we will write P/p for the subordering of 
P consisting of those q d p. If cp is a forcing statement and p E P we will write p 11 q to 
mean p It cp or p It 1 cp. For inaccessible 1, we will write Col(rc, ~1) for the < K- 
closed Levy collapse that makes A = K+. If X is an arbitrary set we will write Col(rc, X) 
for the partial ordering that adds a bijection between K and X with approximations of 
size < K. 
If p is a regular cardinal we will use “cof(p)” to abbreviate the class of ordinals of 
cofinality p. We will abuse this convention on occasion to write a statement of the 
form: “cof(a) = p” to mean that the cofinality of M: is p. A set X G OR is “p-closed” if 
whenever Y E X has order type p, we have sup Y E X. X is < p-closed iff X is y-closed 
for all y < p. Ifj is an elementary embedding, then “crit(j)” is the critical point ofj, i.e., 
the least ordinal moved by j (if such exists). 
We will write (K, 1) + (K’,,?‘) to mean that whenever ‘?I = (K,fi')isw is a structure, 
there is a ‘B<‘% with 1231 = K’ and IBnlj = A’. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let M + ZF with 03 c M. Define 8“’ = sup(cr: 3f~ M,f: [W% cc}. Then @’ is an 
ordinal and if the CH holds, tIM < oz. We will write 0 for P(u). In the presence of 
large cardinals, a “sharps” argument shows that the cofinality of 0 is o. Hence 8 < o2 
or 0 > w2, assuming large cardinals. Let f be a function, f: Iw 3 a. Then f canoni- 
cally defines a prewellordering (pwo) of L(Iw) of length c1 by setting s <s t iff 
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f(s) <f(t). Thus, to study definable functionsf, it suffices to study definable prewell- 
orderings. This is frequently more convenient, since prewellorderings can be viewed as 
subsets of the reals. Each prewellordering has a canonical equivalence relation given 
by x - y iff x d y and y < x. If every set of reals in L( [w) is Lebesgue measurable and 
< E L( l%) is a prewellordering, then there is no perfect set A E R with the property 
that if x, y E A are distinct, then x + y. (Were there to be such a set A, then < 1 A 
would be a well-ordering of A. Since A is perfect, this would induce a well-ordering of 
the reals lying in L(R).) 
Equivalence relations without a perfect set of inequivalent reals are frequently 
called thin. We will frequently be getting information about the length of a prewell- 
ordering by proving that were the prewellordering too long, then the associated 
equivalence relation could not be thin. In [14], Harrington and Sami prove that if 
- is thin and + is Suslin in a robust enough pointclass r for which determinacy 
holds, then the equivalence classes of - can be well-ordered in r. Consequently, 
counting the number of classes of definable equivalence relations is equivalent (assum- 
ing enough determinacy) to computing the length of prewellorderings. 
If < is a pwo in L(R) of length a, then there is a formula cp(x’, 3, u, v), and m, n E o, 
and ordinals 3 E OR” and 7~ [w” such that for all reals s, t, L( Iw) b cp(p,J, s, t) iff s < t. 
We claim there is a formula tj(2, a, u) such that Ic/ defines a prewellordering in L(aB) 
of length >cc, using only the ordinal parameters E
To see this, we work in L( [w). For each tuple (7, s) and (7, s’) we let (it, s) 6* (7, s’) iff 
(a) cp(p, 7’, u, u) does not define a prewellordering or 
(b) cp@, 7, a, u) defines a prewellordering &, of some ordinal length and 
cp($, 7, u, u) defines a prewellordering G7’ of another ordinal length and the rank of 
s in ~7 is less than or equal to the rank of s’ in di-,. 
Then 6* is a prewellordering of R”+ ’ of length >or definable from fl. Using 
a pairing function from R”+ ’ to R we get the $ as desired. 
We will use the notions of homogeneously and weakly-homogeneously Suslin sets 
of reals. These ideas were defined by Kechris as an outgrowth of work by Martin 
connecting large cardinals and determinacy. Let Z be a set. A Z-tree is a set 
T z (01 x Zk)<W such that if (r E T and n < lb(o) (the length of cr) then r~ In E T. Let 
[T] = {(~~):~E(o~)‘, gc(Zk)w and for all n, (7rrr,Jrn)~ T}, and P[T] = (2 
mia~Cw 
A tree T c (cu x Z)<, is rc-homogeneous iff there is a sequence (p,: s EO<~) such 
that: 
(a) for all s, ps is a ic-complete measure on {(T: (s,0) E T }; 
(b) for all s,n and X with ps(X) = 1, pL,--,({(T^z: (s,o) E T and (s-n, 
a-z) E T }) = 1; 
(c) x~p[T] iff for all sequences (X,: n~o) such that pxln+i(X,) = 1 there is 
ag:o+Zsuchthatforalln,g~n+lEX,. 
(This latter condition is equivalent to 9,,, Cilt( V, px /,,) being well-founded.) 
A set A G w” is ic-homogeneously Suslin iff A = p[T ] for some rc-homogeneous 
tree T. 
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A standard fact [17] is that if A c ow is rc-homogeneously Suslin for some K > 1 R 1, 
then A is determined. We will use the proof of this in Section 5. 
A closely related notion is that of a rc-weakly-homogeneously Suslin set of reals: 
A E 0”’ is K-weakly-homogeneously Suslin iff there is a x-homogeneously Suslin 
B E ww such that A = {x: 3y(x,y) E B}. For our purposes, the main significance of 
weak-homogeneity is that guarantees a strong form of absoluteness. The following 
fact appears in [ 171. 
Fact 1.1. Suppose A is tc-weakly-homogeneously Suslin. Then there are trees T and 
‘? such that A =p[T], o”\A =p[F], and if P is any forcing with [IPI < tc, 
I” t= p[T] =“w\p[T]. 
The other main result we will use is due to Woodin [37]. 
Theorem 1.2 (Woodin). Suppose there is a supercompact cardinal y. Let A be a set of 
reals in L(R). Then for arbitrarily large K < y there are 2 E OR ew, and cp a formula such 
that A = {x EWO: L(R) /= cp(x,?i)} is k-weakly-homogeneously Suslin. Further, if T and 
7 are the trees from Fact 1.1 and 114 is a partial ordering of cardinality < K, then 
VP b p[T] = {x E ow: L(R) b cp(x,Z)} 
and p[f] = o”\p[T]. 
The trees T and 7 act in the manner of “Bore1 codes” to provide absoluteness for 
(complicated) weakly-homogeneously Suslin sets of reals. For example, if 
A c w” x cow is a K-weakly-homogeneously Suslin equivalence relation with canoni- 
cal trees T, 7 and ) P ( < K, then we can view p[ T] c ww x co0 as a version of A in V Ip. 
In I/‘, p[T ] still defines an equivalence relation extending A (see Section 2 for 
a proof). We will sometimes write A’ for p[T] in I’“, or if - is our equivalence 
relation we will write -n for p[ T] in V ‘. 
Let A be K-weakly-homogeneously Suslin with canonical trees T, F; 1 % JTI, 
P a partial ordering of cardinality <K, and N< (H(1), E, T, F’, P, A). Suppose that 
Q is a partial ordering of size < K and G E V Q is N n P-generic over N. Consider 
N[G], the realization (using G) of all of the P-terms lying in N. Then: 
(a) NGI k PC~I = ~“\PCTI; and 
(b) ifxEw”nN[G] and N[G] kx~p[T], then x~p[T]; and 
(c) ifxEWWnN[G] and N[G] kx~p[F], then x~p[F]; so, 
(d) for all x EN[G], x ep[T] iff N[G] k x ep[T]. 
Hence N[G] “correctly computes” p[ T] in VQ. In particular, if cp(& 3) is a formula 
in L(R) with real and ordinal parameters, N[G] k “L(R) k &I,?)” iff 
UW”” + q(& 0 
For most of this paper we will put the hypothesis on our equivalence relations and 
prewellorderings that they lie in L(Iw) and that there are sufficiently large cardinals in 
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the universe, V. These results also work in more generality assuming enough deter- 
minacy and homogeneity. So, for example, our results work for sets of reals in L( R#) 
assuming the existence of a supercompact cardinal. 
We will frequently be considering variations on stationary sets. If X G P(Y) we 
define X to be stationary iff for any algebra 2I = (Yifi)iew there is a Z E X such that 
Z is a subalgebra of 2I. (This definition of stationary is due to Shelah, but appears 
prominently in Woodin’s work [38].) If 1 Y 1 = 1 Y’l, then there is a canonical corres- 
pondence between stationary subsets of P(Y) and stationary subsets of .P( Y’). 
Namely, if we fix a bijection f: Y + Y’, and X E P(Y), then X corresponds to 
X’=(f”Z:Z~X}.ThismapXt-+ X’iscanonicalinthesensethatifg:Y-*Y’is 
another bijection and X* = {g”Z: Z EX}, then X*AX’ is not stationary. If Y is an 
ordinal CI and X G u, then X is stationary in this sense iff X is stationary in the 
classical sense. If Y is an ordinal CI and X z {Z Ed,,: Znx E K}, then X is 
stationary in the new sense iff it is stationary in the usual sense. We will adopt the 
convention that if K G Y, P,( Y) = (Z E Y: 1 Zl < K and Znlc E K}. We will frequently 
consider stationary subsets of yK(H(A)) for some A. These canonically correspond to 
stationary subsets of PK( I H(l)l). The collection of non-stationary sets form a normal 
ideal, the non-stationary ideal and the dual of this ideal is the closed unbounded (club) 
Jfter. We will write NS(.?PK( Y) r S) for the restriction of the non-stationary ideal to the 
set S E .?$( Y ). We write NS(a) /cof(/?) for the non-stationary ideal on c( restricted to 
ancof(fi). 
If S E P,JH@)), then S has support j3 iff for all N,M E 9$(H(;1)) if 
NnH(B) = MnH(B), 
then N E S iff M E S. (N’s membership in S is determined by N n H(p).) We note that 
the minimal support is uniquely determined. If S E P(H(cc)) and Z E 9(H(fi)), we will 
frequently consider “Z ES” iff Z n H(a) E S. If tl < /I, we have a map 
71’ : ~vm)) -+ ~(H(~)) 
given by z’(Z) = ZnH(a) This induces a map rc:9?~P(H(fl)) + 9’9(H(c()), given by 
n(X) = {n’(Z): Z EX}. Note that X c P(H(fi)) stationary implies n(X) c ~(H(M)) 
is, and if Y G P(H(cc)), and Y is stationary, then {Z ~9’(H(fl)): n’(Z) E Y > is station- 
ary. 
If 9 = (yP: p < K) is a sequence with each yP an ideal on 9(H(b)), then (yP: 
fl < K) is a tower provided that for all a < /I, 
(a) if S G P(H(fi)) is $P-positive, then n(S) is & positive, 
(b) if S G B(H(a)) is 9=-positive then {Z G /I: ZnH(cc) ES} is 5$-positive. 
If 9 = (,a,: fi < rc) is a tower of ideals, then for each tl c /I, we get an injective 
Boolean algebra homomorphism 
i,,fi : cowl& + ~WW))/~~. 
Let b(Y) = lh{(2W(H(/l))/9p,ia,8: a c fi < K}. Another description of this par- 
tial ordering is the following: If T, S c B(H(lc)) have support c K, then we can find 
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a common support /?. Define S N T iff {ZnH(/?): ZeS}A{ZnH(/?): ZET) EJ$, 
and S < T iff {ZnH(a): Z~s}\{znZf(&: ZE T) E 1,. Then b(x) is the col- 
lection of 1~ -classes with the ordering d . Note that b(9,: p < K) is determined 
by (YP: /? E X) where X E K is unbounded. These towers have been studied exten- 
sively and fruitfully by Woodin [35]. We refer the reader to this paper for basic 
facts. 
We now will fix some notation. The most important special case of this theory is 
when each YP is the non-stationary ideal on H(b). Another important case we will 
consider is when we have a sequence of sets $ = (S,: a < K) with each S&-positive, 
and (JJg IS,: c1 < K) form a tower. We will write b(9 I$ for this tower. A typical 
example is when S, = {Z E YL(H(cc)): Z n CI is d y-closed} and & is the non-stationary 
ideal. (We will prove shortly that this is an example.) We will write NS(I, <K) for the 
tower of non-stationary ideals and < y-closed-NS(2, <K) for the non-stationary 
tower concentrating on z that have < y-closed intersection with the ordinals. We will 
write b(NS(1, K)) for the forcing arising from the non-stationary ideals restricted to 
S, = {z~.!??~(H(a)): tl < K and znle A}, and b( <p-closed-NS(,l,Ic)) for the non- 
stationary tower forcing restricted, the sequence 
S, = {z: zn K is < p-closed, z E P2(H(cr))). 
If 2l is a structure with universe H(K) and z c H(K), we define Crrlz to be the 
structure achieved by restricting all functions in the language of 2I to z. (To avoid 
partially defined functions, we define functions to be 0 at elements of z where the 
corresponding values in %!I are outside z.) If ‘?I is skolemized and the skolem functions 
are closed under composition, and N is a substructure of 9I lz then taking the skolem 
hull of N in % adds no new elements to N that lie in z. We will denote the skolem hull 
of z inside 2I, by sk’(z). 
A partial ordering P is K-saturated iff P has the K-C.C. A partial ordering is 
(5 rc)-presaturated (or K-presaturated) iff for any COlleCtiOn (Aa: fl < a < 1) (any 
coliection (AB: j < cc) where CI < K) of antichains in P there is a dense collection of 
q E P such that for all j?, 1 {p E AD: p is compatible with q}) < K. For regular K and 
( P 1 < K, (n, !c)-presaturation is equivalent o K having cofinality bigger than 2 in V ‘. 
Similarly K-presaturation is equivalent o K being a regular cardinal in V”. 
If, for some reason, we know V” + K d A+, then K-presaturation is equivalent o 
(5 K-)-presaturation. 
If 9 = (xB: fl < K) is a tower of normal ideals on LFA(H(~)), then we can force with 
b(9) to obtain a generic ultrafilter G. We can then form the ultrapower of I/ by 
G using functions F : ~$(H(K)) + V that lie in V and have “bounded support”. (F has 
bounded support if there is an o! < K such that for each x E .Y\,(H(lc)), F(x) is 
determined by x n a.) The resulting ultrapower is a class M definable in I/ [G], and we 
get an elementary embedding j: I/ + M. For each c( < K, j”tx E M and consequently 
M is well-founded up to K. Further, for all X c !~~(H(K)) with support ~1, X E G iff 
j”H(a) E]‘(X). If b(9) is also K-presaturated, then M is well-founded and 
MCKn V[G] c M. (See [S, 351 for details.) Also, if S = (SB: j3 < K) is a sequence of 
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sets so that 9’ = 9 1s forms a tower, then K-saturation of b(9) implies the K- 
saturation of b(9’). 
Standard facts about normal ideals imply that if A c b(9) and IAl < K (K regular), 
then the boolean sum of A in b(9), XA, is equal to the class of the diagonal union of A, 
VA (i.e., CA = VA). 
Let 9 = (&: CI < K) be a normal tower. If N<(H(I), ~,$,a) where 2 9 K, then 
N is good for 9 iff N E C for all C EN such that C E& for some CI < K. An easy 
normality argument shows that for any normal tower 9 there is a stationary 
collection of good N. If N is good for 9 and A is a maximal antichain in b(Y) with 
A EN, then N contains a sequence of representatives (X,: a E A) such that 
a = [X,ls. We say that N catches A below 6 iff for some a E N A A with suppu < 6, 
N nsuppu E X,. Note that a good N can catch at most one a E A, regardless of the 
sequence of representatives chosen. A good N is self-generic at y iff for all antichains 
A c b(9) that lie in N and are maximal among { p E b(Y): suppp < y}, N catches A. 
(The idea of “catching an index for an antichain” and self-generic models comes from 
[l l] and was used by Woodin in [35,37,38].) We note that if S, = {N n H(22’ ): N is 
good and N is self-generic at y} is Y-positive, then S, forces (in b(9)) that if G s b(9) 
is generic, then G n b((Ya: c( < y)) is generic. Similarly, if (A,: a < S) is a sequence of 
antichains and TY = {NnH(22' ): N is good and N catches each A, EN below y} is 
Y-positive, then T, forces that for all CI < S, Gn A, n { p E b(9): supp(p) < y} # 0. 
Hence, for all c( < 6, 1 {b E A,: b is compatible with T,) 1 -c K. This is the mechanism 
typically used to show presaturation. 
We are now ready to state the only original theorem in this section. 
Theorem 1.3. Let K be a Woodin cardinal, and let p < K be regular. For each strong 
limit y < K of cojinulity bigger than p, let S, = (x~p~++(H(y)): xnp(++Ep++ and 
xn y is Q p-closed}. Let 9 be the sequence of ideals (NS(p+ +, y) IS,: y < K) (i.e., 
9 = 6 p-closed-NS(p++, <K)). Then 
(a) 9 is a tower and 
(b) b(9) is Ic-presuturuted. 
(In fact a slightly more general thing is true: we can replace G-p-closed by < p- 
closed and pL++ by any regular 1 > ,u.) 
Corollary 1.4. Assume K is Woodin. Then for all regular p < K, there is a normal 
K-presuturuted tower 4 such that when forcing with b(Y) any cardinal I of cojinulity 
> p remains cojinulity > p and (p++)” becomes cojinulity p+ and b(Y) preserves all 
cofinulities <p. 
Note: If N is a set we will say that N is p-closed iff NnOR is p-closed. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4 (from Theorem 1.3). Let pl = p’+. Let G c b(Y) be generic 
and j: I/ + M E I/ [ G] be the generic elementary embedding with critical point p 1 
and with M transitive and M’” E M. 
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Since ,U < K, A4 is correct (with respect o I/ [ G]) about cofinalities below ~1. Let 2 be 
a regular cardinal in I/ such that the cofinality of 1 in I/ [G] is smaller than 1. Suppose 
that V[G] k cof(1) d p. Since rc remains regular and lb(Y)1 < K, we cannot have 
1 2 K. If I < K, we consider j”Iz+. Since SA+ E G, A4 l= j”A+ is j(p)-closed. Since 
p < p1 = crit(j), A4 k j”lz+ is p-closed. If M k cof(1) <p = j(p), then 
M b j(A) = supj”A. Hence, by the elementary of j, V k cof(A) < p, Thus b(Y) 
preserves “cofinality > ~1”. 
Since j rp’ = id and M’” c M, b(9) preserves cardinals <p. Hence if cof(1) d p 
in V, cof(A)“tG1 = cof(A)V. 
Since crit(j) = ~1~ = ,u+ +, cof(~r)“tG1 < p+. Since b(9) preserves “cofinality > p”, 
COf(/#‘Gl = /A+. 0 
Remark. Many results of Woodin about non-stationary towers hold also for p-closed 
non-stationary towers. For example, forcing with b( < p-closed-NST(1, K)) preserves 
stationary subsets of K. However, not all facts about the non-stationary tower carry 
over: 
Proposition 1.5. Suppose P is x-presaturated (K regular), j: V + M is definable in V’, 
M is well-founded and M’” c M. Suppose that o! < K is a regular cardinal bigger than 
the critical point of j and j(a) = ~1. Then j”cc is not o-closed. 
Proof. If j”a is o-closed, then for ordinals below a, j preserves the property of having 
cofinality w or having cofinality > w below u. Let (S,: y < cr) be a partition of 
ancof(o) into stationary sets. Let f: ancof(o) + a be given by f(8) = S, iff 6 E S,. 
Considerj”a. Then j”a is closed under j(f). Since j”cc is w-closed, j”a intersects each set 
on the list j(S,: y < a). (Note each set on this list really is stationary since M’” c M.) 
Since j”a is closed underf, we must have j”a = a. But this contradicts a > critj. 0 
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.3 by introducing a construction elaborated on in 
Section 3. Fix ,U and a regular cardinal 1 9 K. Let 2I = (H(A), E,A, {p}yJ)isw be 
a skolemized algebra on H(1) (as usual the fi’s are assumed to be closed under 
composition). Define a sequence of functions and expansions of 2X, { (Fi, Gi, 2Ii): 
i<p+‘)by’ d t m UC ion an i. Each Fi: i, x H(1) + 1 and Gi: i x H(A) + H(A). Gi will be 
defined as 
GiO’,z) = (Gj tz, Fi tz) 
for Z E H(I). Let ‘QIe = 2l and 
F”(57x) = 
sup(Sk%)) if 5 = 0, 
sup(Sk%(x)nt)) if 5 # 0. 
We define Go = 8. 
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At stage i > 0, let F*:i x il x H(I) + H(I) be defined by F*(j, 5, x) = Fj(c, x), and 
G* : i x i x H(I) -+ H(A) be given by 
G*(j.k,x) = 
Gj(k,x) if k <j, 
0 if k>j. 
Let %i = (‘2I, F*,G*). Define: 
Fit53 xl = 
sup(Sk’(x) if l = 0, 
sup(Sk‘U(x)n<) if 5: > 0. 
Now define ‘% = (‘$I, F, G) where F: p++ x ,? x H(A) --f A is defined by F(i, 5, x) = 
6(&x) and G:p++ xp++ x H(1) -+ H(1) is given by G(i,j,Z) = G;(j,Z). Let x c @I 
be a substructure such that x n pcl+ E p+ + ncof( >w) and 1x1 = p’. Then x<2I and 
foralliExn~‘+andall&ZEx,Gif(~xZ) E x and Fi 1 (r x Z) E x. Similarly, for each 
jEw and ZEx,fjtZEx. 
For each 2 E (E,nx)<“, define a sequence (pi: i EO) as follows: Let p0 = 
sup(dnp++)+ 1. Let pi+1 =F(~i,~‘ii,dU{~Lg,...,~i})+ 1 and /.L~=suP(/L,,: 
nEW).Theneachp,ExandthereisapExnp++ with p > p,, for all n. An induction 
on ‘%-terms hows that for each a-term ‘5, if r(2) < 4, then c(a) < F(p, t,d). 
Lemma 1.6. Let y. < y1 be strong limit cardinals of cofinality > u. Let ‘3 be 
a skolemized algebra on H(yI) expanding (H(y,), E, A, T, { yo), { p}), where T is some 
closed unbounded subset of y1 of order-type the cofinality of yl. Let x z H(yo) be 
u-closed, and X c H(yl) the subalgebra of % generated by x. If Xn H(yo) = x then 
xny, is p-closed in yl. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let 4 be the least ordinal in X such that X n < is not p-closed, or 
y1 if no such 5 exists. Then 5 > y. by assumption. If 5 is not a regular cardinal, then 
since x<(H(yI), E, A, T) there is a continuous sequence (aa: 6 Ecof(<)) cofinal in 
5 definable in X from parameters in X. But cof(sup(6: c(~ E x}) = cof(sup(xn 5)) < p. 
Hence X ncof(<) is not p-closed, contradicting the minimality of 5. Thus we may 
assume that < is regular. 
Choose ( p6: 6 E cof(x n 5)) cofinal in Xn 5. Then each pd = r6(&), for some ‘%-term 
zg and dd E(xnyO)<O. Since xnpL++ is < +-closed, cof(xnp++) = CL+. Hence there 
isap<xnp++ such that for all 6 E cof(sup(xn r)), ?is n pL+ + < p. Since 5 is regular 
F(p,S.yo) < 4 (or F(~,~,Yo) <y, if t = yl), and each Pd < F(p,S,yo) (or 
p6 < F(p,O,yo) if 5 = yi). Hence {/Id: 6~cof(sup(Xn5))} is not cofinal in xnt, 
a contradiction. 0 
We can now prove (a) of Theorem 1.3. Let y1 > y. 2 p++ be two strong limit 
cardinals of cofinality >/J. We must show that if S E PP; +(H(y,))n( < p-closed) is 
stationary then (ZnH(y,): Z E S} is stationary, and that if S c PM++(H(yo))n( dp- 
closed) is stationary and ‘8 is an algebra on H(yI) then there is a d p-closed Zi2I 
such that Z n H( yo) E S. 
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The first implication is easy. If ‘3 is a skolemized algebra on H(y,,), then the 
functions determining YI can be extended arbitrarily to yield an algebra 2I’ on H(yi), 
so that if Z-+3’, Z ES, then ZnH(y,)<%. 
The second implication follows from Lemma 1.6. Let ‘2I be an algebra on H(y i). We 
may assume 2I expands (H(yl), ~,A,{ye}, (p}, T) for some club T G y1 of order 
type the cofinality of ‘/ 1. Consider ‘%I. Then there is an algebra 23 on H(y,,) such that if 
x<‘23 and X is the substructure of ‘$I generated by x, then %nH(y,) = x. Let x<23 
with x E S. By Lemma 1.6, X is p-closed X<ZI and xnH(yO) ES. This proves the 
second implication. 
Lemma 1.7. Let K be a regular cardinal and ‘?I be a skolemized algebra expanding 
(H(K), ~,a). Let (x a; a < 6 Q pi ) be a continuous increasing sequence of u-closed 
substructures of B of cardinality ,uL+, and let (ya: CI < S) c xo\u++ be an increasing 
sequence of cardinals closed in sup( ya: CI < S). Suppose: 
(4 x,+1 is a yor+ I-end-extension of xZ, i.e., x,+ 1 nH(y,+ 1) end extends x,nH(y,+ 1) 
(b) x, is the substructure of 3 generated by x, n ydl. 
Then z = Ua.,6 x, is p-closed. 
Proof. We may assume 6 < p’ (since the theorem is easy if 6 = p(‘) and hence that 
(y,:cr<6)isboundedinxo.Let1!=sup(y,:a<6).Theny~xo.Suppose5~x,\y 
is a regular cardinal for some K If i l znr, then there is some 2~ y <"'nz and an 
‘?I term t such that i = z(3). Hence, for some p E xonut +, i < F(p, r, y) E x,. Thus, 
sup(zn4) = sup(x,n{). Similarly we see that sup(znh-) = sup(xonK). So 
cof(sup(znk-)) > p. 
If r E z is the minimal ordinal such that znr is not p-closed, then as in Lemma 1.6, 
5 is a regular cardinal, and 5 EX, for some c(. But cof(zn5) = cof(x,n t) = p’ since 
x, is p-closed. This is a contradiction. 0 
We now need a variation of the standard “catch-your-tail” lemma in proper forcing. 
Lemma 1.8. Let y < K < i be regular with 3, 3 (2”)+. Let QIo be a skolemized expansion 
of (H(2)“), ~,&{y}) and 2I be a skolemized expansion of (H(A), E,A,{K,~},%~). 
Suppose that C is a closed unbounded subset of P,,++(H(2”)) definable in 58. Let x be 
a < p-closed substructure of a. Then 
(a) xnH(2Y’) EC, 
(b) if Y x ao is a y-end-extension of xnH(2?‘) with yny < p-closed and 
xn H(2)‘+) E y, then the subalgebra y of % generated by y n H(y) is a y-end-extension of x. 
Proof. Since x is a substructure of @I, x < 2I and hence xnH(2r+) E C. 
Let i Exnp+ +, then F(i;;) r(y x H(y)) EX and G(i;;) ly x H(y) EX, as is the re- 
striction to H(y) of each skolem function for ‘3. Hence, ynH(y) is closed under 
‘% tH(y). Thus, if j is the subalgebra of a generated by ynH(y), then 
JnH(y) = ynH(y). 0 
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Note that the jj above is <,a-closed, by Lemma 1.6. 
Woodin made the following definition: Let 9 be tower of ideals on PP+ + (H(K)). Let 
A E b(Y) be a maximal antichain. An N<H(2”‘) is said to catch A iff for some 
a E A n N, N n H(k) E a. A is semiproper at an inaccessible 6iff A 1 H(6) is maximal and 
for all algebras ‘?I on H(2”) there is a set C G PP+ +(H(26’)) with C ~2?++ for all good 
N E C there is a good b-end extension N’ 2 N such that N’ catches A below 6 and 
N’-+!I. 
In the situation of Theorem 1.3, with .f = b( dp-closed-NS(p+ +, <K)), if 3, $ K 
and N<<H(~LE,{P,K},~> and Nn K is <p-closed, then N is good. (See the 
preliminaries to Theorem 1.3 for the definition of “good”.) 
The following lemma is a fairly general fact about towers that we prove in the 
special case of .F = b( d p-closed-NS( p+ +, d K)). 
Lemma 1.9. Suppose K is a Woodin cardinal, and A is a maximal antichain in b(4). 
Then there are unboundedly many 6 < K at which A is semiproper. 
Proof. We will use the following property of Woodin cardinals: IfS: K + K, then there 
isa6andaj:V-+Msuchthat 
(a) f“‘8 5 6, 
(b) M is transitive, crit(j) = 6 and MC’ c M, 
(c) j(S) > j(f)(o) =f(@ and V~U, E M. 
Suppose the lemma fails: then for some y and for each 6 > y, there is an algebra 
2116 and a stationary set Sd of <p-closed subsets of H(2?+) constituting a counter- 
example. Since Sd is stationary, it is a condition in b(3). 
Let f: K -+ K be a function such that 
(1) iff”s c 6, then 6 > y and A rH(6) is a maximal antichain; 
(2) for all inaccessible 6, ,f(s) = p+- for some p > 6 and for some condition 
a E A rH(p), a is compatible with Sd, and p > suppanSSb. 
Let 6 and j: V + M be as guaranteed by Woodinality for f: Let 2I = 
(H(j(26’)), E,j(A),j rH(26t),~~,a,S~,fk)kso be an expansion of j(cU,), where 
a E j( A), supp(a) <j(f)(S) and an S6 (really) is stationary. Since an Sd is stationary, 
there is an N<%[, lN( = ~_l+, NE M and NnH(supp(a))EanSSd and N is closed 
under j, jP ‘. Consider N* = j”(NnH(26t )) = j(NnH(2”)). Then N* Ej(S6), 
N * < j(‘&), (so N * is good) and N is a j(b)-end-extension of N * catching j(A) below 
j(S). This is a contradiction. 0 
We can now finish the proof of Theorem 1.3. Since b(Y) makes each ordinal a < K 
have cardinality dpL+, by the discussion previous to Theorem 1.3 it suffices to show 
the following. 
Claim 1.10. Let (A,: tl < pL+) be a sequence of maximal antichains in b(4), and 
p E b(9). Then there is a condition q E b(4)/p such that for all u < p+, ) {a E A,: a is 
compatible with q} 1 < K. 
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Proof. We begin with the following subclaim. 
Subclaim. There is a r < K such that q = {N E p: N is <p-closed and for all 01, 
N catches A, below 0 is stationary. 
To see that the claim follows from the subclaim: if a E A, and a is compatible with q, 
then there is a good p-closed N<(H(2”+), E, A,, q,a) with N nsuppq ~q and 
Nnsuppa Ea. 
Since A, is an antichain and N is good, N can catch at most one element of A. Since 
N E q, N catches some element of A below 5. Hence suppa < 4. Thus I{a E A,: a is 
compatible with q} I 6 [H(r)/ < K. 
To see the subclaim; let y _ 1 = supp( p), and choose an increasing closed sequence 
(y,: -1 < GI <p’) such that each Ynil is inaccessible and A, is semiproper at yol+ 1. 
Let 5 = sup{y,: - 1 < c( < p+ ). We will see that q = {N: N is p-closed and for all 
TV < p+, N catches A, below ya+ 1 } is stationary. 
Let ‘?I, be an algebra on H(5) expanding (H(t),&, A, (yJI: - 1 < M < p’)). We 
must show that there is an N,<211, such that N{ E q. 
Let ‘%!I = (H(2”‘), E,(U,A,(A,: c( <p’), (y,: CI < p’)). For each c(, let 2& = 
Iu r2yz. Then there is a closed unbounded set C, witnessing the semiproperness of
A, at ya, and C, is definable in 5X. 
Consider 5%. By Lemma 1.8, if x is a ,u-closed substructure of @I, of cardinality p+, 
with ya E x and y<lu, is a p-closed y,-end-extension of x including x n ZYZ(~~Q) and j is 
the subalgebra of a generated by yny,, then jnH(2Y:)<‘U,, jnyd = yny,. 
Fix N<‘% such that N,nH(y,) EP. Build a continuous sequence of p-closed 
structures (N,: a < 11) such that 
(a) N,+ I is a y,-end-extension of N, catching A, below ya ; 
04 N,+I is the subalgebra of ‘% generated by N,, 1 nYa+ 1. 
Note that Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9 allow us to build N,+ 1 from N, and keep N,, 1 
p-closed. By Lemma 1.7 we can take unions at limit stages and remain p-closed. Let 
N = Ua<p+ N,. Then, by Lemma 1.7, N is p-closed, N-X% and N catches each 
A, below ya+ 1. Hence Ns = N n H(5) witnesses the stationarity of q. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0 
2. Reflection principles for stationary sets, the good ones, and the bad ones 
In Section 3, we will see that if q ,, holds and there is a partial ordering that adds 
a saturated ideal on w2 without collapsing u1 or w2, then 9 < 02. In [l l] it is shown 
that in the model resulting from a Levy-collapse of a supercompact cardinal to be 
o2 there is a saturated ideal on o1 and that the non-stationary ideal on o1 is 
presaturated. One might hope the analogous result is true at w3 if you collapse 
a supercompact to be w2. In this section we see, in some detail, what goes wrong with 
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this approach. In particular, we prove some ZFC non-reflection results for stationary 
subsets of [K] <O* for regular K > 0 2. We show that it is consistent o have IJ,, and 
a saturated ideal on o2 in a < w1 -closed forcing extension of V, but that MM implies 
that this property fails. We also prove under MM that (03, 02) + (02,01) and prove 
(in ZFC) that (og,w2) + (02,01) implies some cofinality results about the “Chang 
ideal”. 
We begin by giving a definition, probably due the Shelah though not in this 
terminology. 
Definition 2.1. Let N E [H(K)] <*. Then N is internally approachable of length p iff 
N = U,<aN, where N, c N and for all fi’ < /3, (N,: CL < p’) EN. 
There are many variations on this definition appropriate in different contexts such 
as Chang’s Conjecture. 
The length of an internally approachable structure is not uniquely defined. For 
N < (H( K), E , A) with N n i E 3, however, the cojinality is well-defined and is equal to 
the cofinality of N n i. We also have the following. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose N < (H( K), E , A), I N I < 1, $ = N n I E ii and N is internally 
approachable. Then N is internally approachable of length G/? #there is an increasing 
sequence (CQ: 6 < p’) cojinal in $ such thatfor all 6’ < /I’, (cld: 6 < 6’) EN and p’ G /?. 
Proof. Suppose that N is internally approachable of length G/?. Let (Ns: 6 < ,Y) be 
a witness to this. Then, if we let ad = sup( N6 n A) the sequence (a6: 6 < /I’) witness the 
proposition. 
For the other direction, suppose (aa: 6 < p’) is cofinal $ and each initial segment is 
in N. Let (Nol: a < y) be any sequence witnessing N is internally approachable. 
Without loss of generality, for a < a’, N, c N,,. If y d /? we are done. Otherwise note 
that (supN,n>_: r < y) is cofinal in $. Let E/r, = ufNa: sup(N,n/Z) < aa). Then 
(Ma: ci < b’) witnesses that N is internally approachable of length /I’. 0 
We will write IA for the class of internally approachable structures, IA (cof(a)) for 
the internally approachable structures of cofinality a and IA (length a) for the 
internally approachable structures of length a. 
Cardinal arithmetic can have a heavy bearing on IA. For example, if KO < 2 for all 
K < i, then, modulo a closed unbounded set, IA(cof(o ,)) = IA(length 0,) = {N: 
N” c NJ. Also, an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.2 with I = o2 for example is 
that if q ,, holds and K 2 03, N<(H(x), ~,a), INI = wl, Nno2 •0~ and N is 
internally approachable, then N is internally approachable of length exactly 
cof(Nno2). 
We now need a construction similar to the constructions in Section 1. 
Let K be regular and ‘3 an expansion of (H(K), E, A). Let 3, < K be regular. Define 
a sequence of structures and functions F’i, FF and pi for i < i, by induction. 
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Let%, = 2IandF,-Jx) = Sk’(x).ForiEJ\{O},let FT:ixH(tc)+H(tc) bedefined 
as FF(j,x) = Fjrx. Let 2Ii = (2I, F:) and F,(X) = Sk’(x). Define ‘?I* = (‘II, F*) 
where F*(i,x) = F,(X). (In 4.17 we call 2I* the internalization of ‘8.) 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that x is a substructure of ‘9 *, with 1 E x, 1 x 1 = 1 and x nil E 1. 
Let z E H(y) for some y E x be such that if x* is the subalgebra of 2I* generated by 
xv {z} then x*nl = xn;L. Zfx EIA (length b) then x* E IA (length a). 
Proof. Let (x6: 6 < /I) witness the fact that x E IA (length p). Then we may assume 
that for 6 < 6’, x6 c x6.. Let tx6 = supx,ni. Let g:[H(~)]‘“xl+ H(K) be the 
function defined so that g(y;):lyl e y is the &least such function. Since g is 
definable, x and x* are closed under g. Since x * n 3, = x n A, x * is the closure of x u {z} 
under {F2d: 6 < /?) and g. Let x$ be the closure of xdu {z} under F,*d and g. Then 
F,$ ~x~u{z} ESksis(x ,+,u{z}) and hence (xf: 6 < S’) is definable in x* from (x6: 
6 < 6’) and z. Hence (x,*: 6 < /I) witnesses that x* E IA (length /I). 0 
We also have the following proposition (see [ 111). 
Proposition 2.4. Let 1 < K be regular cardinals, then {NS(I, IX) 1 IA: o! < K} is a tower. 
Proof. If CI < a’ and N ~IAng~(H(cc’)) with C(E N then NncrEIAn&(H(cr)). 
Hence, if S s YA( H(cr’))n IA is stationary then {N n H(a): N E S} c IA and is station- 
ary. 
Let S E YA(H(a))nIA be stationary, and 2I be an algebra on H(cc’). Choose an 
x E S such that if x* is the subalgebra of ‘?I* generated by x then x* n H(a) = x. Let 
(x6: 6 < /I) witness x E IA with x6 c x: for 6 < 6’. Let ~1~ = sup xd n 1. As in Proposi- 
tion 2.3, x* = lJacs F,*,“x~, and for 6’ < p: (F,*,“x~: 6 < 6’) EX*. Hence x* E IA. 
Thus, {x”: x* l 1Anp~(H(a’)) and x*nH(a)~Sj is stationary. 0 
The following lemma has independent interest. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 1 be a regular cardinal. Let S s LP’~(H(K)) be stationary. Let 
G G Col(A, 1 Hi) be generic ouer V. Then V k Sn IA is stationary iff V[G] k S is 
stationary. 
Proof. Suppose Sn IA is stationary. Let f: H(K) + H(K) be a term for a function in 
V[G]. Choose a i’ B K and let M< ((H(A’), E, 6, K, A,j), be in IA with M n H(K) E S 
and I M I = I M n 21. (Such an M exists by Proposition 2.4.) Let (M,: ct < y ) witness 
that M is internally approachable. We may assume that the M,‘s are increasing under 
inclusion and form a continuous tower. 
Build a decreasing sequence (pax: c1 -z y) E Col(& I H(lc)J) as follows: At limit CI, 
par = UPcapB. At stage CI + 1, choose the a-least pa+ 1 < pa such that for all maximal 
antichains A EM, for Col(& I Hi) there is a q E A with pa+ 1 < q. Since for all u < y, 
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the sequence (M,,: CI’ < @) E M, the construction can be carried out inside M so that 
for each CI < y, (p,,: IX’ < cc) EM. Since M = Uacy M,, for all maximal antichains 
AEM(inCol(~,1H(K)J))thereisaqEMnAsuchthatU.,,p,6q.Letp=U.,,p,. 
Then p is strongly (M,Col(A, IH(rc)g eneric. In particular, p It M n H(I)” is closed 
under 5 Hence S is stationary in I’[ G]. 
Now suppose that V [G] k S is stationary. Letf: H(K)<~ + H(K) be in 1/. Choose 
a 1’ $ K. Since S is stationary in V[G], there is an 
N<(H(l’), E,H(~‘)“,~,C~~~(I,IH(K)I),G,~,A> 
with NnH(lc) ES. Let M = NnH(R’)“. Then 
M<(H(i’)“, E,A lH(i’)“, Col”(;I,IH(K)l),f). 
For all maximal antichains A E M for Col(& IH(l there is a p E Gn A. Since 
N<H(A’)thereisapENnGnA,andhenceapEMnGnA.SinceJMJ <&thereis 
a q ~Col(2, IH(K such that for all maximal antichains A EM, there is a p E An M 
with q d p. In particular, q 1 M n 1 enumerates M n H(K). 
Let 6 = M n I.. Again, by M-genericity, for all c( < 6 (q 1~) EM and M = 
U, < y (q“c(). Hence, M n H( K) E IA and closed underf: So S n IA is stationary in 1/. 
As witnessed by Lemma 2.5, there is a very close connection between IA and the 
Levy collapse. Indeed, using the techniques of Lemma 2.5 it is easy to show that if P is 
an arbitrary partial ordering that forces IH( = 6, adds no new < - 6 sequences 
and leaves H(y) in IA (length 6), then P adds a V-generic object for Col(6, IH(y) 
While we are on the topic of forcing and IA we will prove that the next lemma which 
is used in Section 4, and is a variation of Solovay’s classical product lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. Let i < c( < /3 be regular cardinals and 1’ B /3. Let 
N<(H@‘), E,{~GB},A> 
be in .YA(H(A’)) n IA with cof(N nL) > ID. Suppose that p E Col(,$ 6~) is strongly 
N-generic. Then there is a strongly N-generic q l Col(1, <p) with q < p. 
Proof. Standard arguments show that Col(i, <fl) 2: Col(& <CI) x Col(il, <(/?\a)). 
For each antichain A s Col(i,, <fi), let A0 = {r ~Col(& <a): there is an s, (r,s) E A}. 
Let ( Nd: 6 < 5 ) be a continuous and increasing sequence witnessing N E IA. Since p is 
strongly (Col(E,, d LX), N)-generic, we may assume with no loss of generality that there 
isasequence(p,:6dr)suchthatp=pr,forvldralimitordinal,p,=U,,,p,and 
for all rl < 4, (pa: 6 < V) E N (e.g., take ps = p /(Nan A)). 
Claim. Let C = (6 < 4: pa is Col(A, <cl)-generic over N6}. Then C is closed and 
unbounded. 
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Proof. Let f: ( + 5 + 1 be defined by f(s) = least 6’ < 4 such that for all maximal 
antichains A EN, there is a 4 E NnA with pa, < q. Each fixed point offis in C. Since 
both of the sequences (Nd: 6 < 5) and (pa: 6 < 0 are continuous,fis continuous, 
and hence C is closed. 
Since Col(& 6 a) is <A-closed, for each 6, there is a maximal antichain Ad E N such 
that for all s E A6 and all maximal antichains A E Ns there is an r E A, s < r. Because 
ps is N-generic,f(G) < 4 for all 6. Sincefis continuous, maps r to 5 and cof(r) > w, 
f has an unbounded set of fixed points. 0 
Clearly each initial segment of C is in N. Hence, by passing to a subsequence, we 
may assume for all 6, pa is Nd-generic, and that for all y, ((N,,p,): 6 < r) EN,, 1. We 
now define a decreasing continuous sequence of conditions (pi: 6 < 5) c 
Col(/z, <(p\cc)) so that for y < 5, (pi: 6 < 7) E N,,, and (pd,pi) is Col(5 6 p)- 
generic over N6. 
At stage 6 + 1: ps+ 1 is Col(l, < a)-generic over Ns+ 1 and pa + r E Nd+ 2. Hence there 
is a p* ~Col(&j3\~()) that is Nd+l[pG+l]-generic. Let pa,+1 be the A-least 
N6 + 1 [ pa + 1 ]-generic condition extending pa,, Then pa, + 1 E NdP + 2 and by the product 
lemma (pa+ 1, psC + 1 ) is Col(i, 6 fl)-generic over Ns+ l. 
At limit stages y, let p; = U 6 < y pi. Then pi E N, + 1 since it is definable in H(A’) from 
parameters (pi: 6 < y) and Ng: 6 < y). Let p’ = U6c5pi. Then q = (p,p’) is N- 
generic for Col(1, <a) as desired. 0 
Definition 2.7. Let ,I be a cardinal and S c PK(H(l)) be stationary. S rejects to a set of 
cardinality p iff for any closed unbounded set C c PK(H(i)) there is an X E H(J.) with 
p s X, 1x1 = ~1 and CnSr\PK(X) is stationary in PK(X). S rejects to a set of 
cardinality < p iff for any closed unbounded set C E .!YK(H(l)) there is an X s H(J) 
with pnXep, 1x1 <p and CnSn.PK(X) is stationary in P,,(X). 
In [l l] it is shown that if one collapses a supercompact cardinal to be K2 (using the 
Levy collapse), then every stationary set in Pm,(H(;l)) (2 arbitrary) reflects to a set of 
cardinality K 1. This, in turn, implies that the non-stationary ideal on K 1 is pre- 
saturated. Were it the case that collapsing a supercompact cardinal to be K3 yielded 
a model where every stationary subset of Pm,(H(;l)) reflected to a set of size Kz, then it 
would follow from a supercompact that 13 < K2 (see Corollary 2.11). Unfortunately, 
this is not the case. The best we can do is the following. 
Theorem 2.8. Let p be regular uncountable. Let K be a supercompact cardinal and 
G 5 Col(p, <K) be generic. Then I/ [G] k for all cardinals 1 and all stationary sets 
S s S),(H(L))nIA. S reflects to a set of cardinality ,u. 
Proof. Let j: V + M be a 2tH”‘I- supercompact embedding with M transitive. Stan- 
dard large cardinal arguments hown that there is a V-generic H c Col(p, < j(~)) 
such that j can be extended to a 7: V[G] -+ M[H]. Let I/’ = I/ [Cl. Then 
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j”H(1)“’ E M[H] and there is a T/‘-generic H’ c Col(~,(H(,?)(“‘) such that 
H’ EM[H] and V’[H] is generic extension of V’[H’] by p-closed forcing. By 
Lemma 2.5, S is stationary in .!J$(H(I)“‘) in V[H’]. Let g EV[H’], 
g : p-&& H(A)“‘. Then S is stationary iff S’ = {N: g”N ES> is a stationary subset of 
PP( p). Since S’ is (essentially) a stationary subset of p, the stationarity of S’ in I/ [ H’] 
is preserved by the < p-closed forcing required to extend V [ H’] to P’ [H]. Hence S’ 
is stationary in I’ [H] and thus S is stationary in T/ [H]. 
Since 7 is 1 - 1, S* = {j;‘N: NE S} c PJj;‘H(n)“‘) is a stationary subset of 
9’p(pH(,I)“‘) in V[H]. In particular S* is stationary in M[H]. Since crit(j) > p, for 
all NE S, y(N) =yfN. Thus S* E~(S)~PJ~;‘H(~)~‘), and so M[H] + 3X E 
H(j(A)), p s X, 1x1 = p and j(S) nPU(X) is stationary. Hence, by elementarity, 
v[G] + S reflects to a set of size p. 0 
We now discuss various examples of non-reflecting stationary sets. We use a defini- 
tion of Baumgartner [2]: For K, p E {w, o1 }, let 
S(02,H(I); 02,0,; tc,p) = {N 2 Pm,(H(n)): Nnw2 ~02, cof(Nno2) = K 
and cof(sup N no3) = 1). 
The following theorem uses methods of Shelah [28]. 
Theorem 2.9. Let 12 03, tc,p(~{~,co~}. Let 2l = (H(l), E,A,~;),,,. Suppose that 
every stationary subset of S = S(w2,H(A); 02,03; K, p) reflects to a set of size 02. 
Then there is u closed unbounded set C E 9&( H 1)) for all N E C n S there is a station- 
ary X s co3 ncof(p) for all /I E X there is an increasing sequence (ai: i < p} cohnal in 
b such that 
Sk”(NU{Ui: i < p})no2 = Nnw,. 
Proof. Otherwise, there is a stationary set B of counterexamples. Let R c H(1) reflect 
B to a set of size w2; so I R( = o2 c R and BnPU,(R) is stationary. Let f: co2 + R be 
a bijection and R* = (6: f “6 EB and f “6 nco2 = S>. Then (modulo a club subset of 
02), R* c m2ncof(rc) and is stationary. Let G = {MEP&(H(~)): f E M, M<‘%, 
cof(sup M no3) = p and M no2 E R*}. Then G is stationary (see [2]). Since 
IR*l=02 there is a HER* such that X={sup(Mnw3): MEG, Mno,=6) is 
stationary in 03. Let N =f”s, and MEG with Mnm2 =6 and supMnw3EX. 
Then N c M. Choosing {C(i: i <p> cofinal in M no3 contradicts N being a counter- 
example. 0 
A standard “catch-your-tail” argument (see [ll]) gives the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.10. Let 1 > o3 and u, p E {co, co1 }. Suppose that every stationary subset of 
S = S(oz, H(I); 02,0 3; ~,p) rejlects to a set of size 02, then there is a structure 
‘?I = (H(i), ~,A,f,)~._for all N<%, N ES there is a stationary set X C_ o,ncof(p) 
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such that for all ;‘E X there is an M<$9I with M 2 N, Mnwz = Nnwz and 
sup(M nw3) = y (so M E S). 
Corollary 2.11. (a) Let 2. > w3. There is a non-rej7ecting stationary subset 
B E {N E.Y~~(H(;.)): Nnwl Ew2ncof(w)}. 
(b) There is a non-reflecting stationary subset B c S(wz, H(1); w2, 03; o 1, w). 
Proof of Corollary 2.11. (a) Suppose it were false. 
Fix % as in Corollary 2.10. Let N,<‘$l, /NoI = or, Nono ~cof(~). Let X witness 
Corollary 2.10 for No. Let 7 be the 02nd element of X and choose N, witnessing 
Corollary 2.10 for N and y. Since 1 N 1 ) = w1 there is a y’ E X n;, with N, ny bounded 
in 7’. Let N; witness Corollary 2.10 for N,, and 11’. Clearly N; n 7’ # N, n y’. 
Now repeatedly use Corollary 2.10 to build sequences (Ni: i < 02) and (N;: 
i < w2) such that 
(a) if i <j, Ni<Nj$‘$I and Nf<NJ$‘LI, 
(b) INiI = INil = 01 and Nino2 = N,!nw2 = N,nw2, 
(c) s”PUi-zwl Ninw3 = SUPIJi<w, Nfnw3. 
Let N = I/i<ol Ni and N’ = lJi<w, NI. Since all of the Ni and N,: have the same 
intersection with 02, for i -C j, Nj is an s3-end extension Of Ni and similarly Ni and Nf. 
Hence Nno3 # N’nw,. 
But by [2]again,both Nno,and N’nw3arewI-closed in7 = supNnw3. Hence 
NnN’nw, is unbounded in 7. Let c(leN’nNnw, andf,:w2+I(/ be the A-least 
bijection. Then f,ENnN’ and Nn$ = N’nt+b =fG(Nono2). Hence Nnw3 = 
N’nw3, a contradiction. 
(b) Is proven the same way, only we build Ni and N,! just for i < ol. Letting 
N = Ui<~~ Ni, N’ = lJi<o, Nf. [2] implies that Nna3 and N’nw3 are both w- 
closed in sup N n w3. The rest of the proof is identical. 0 
We note that there is nothing special about w2 in Theorem 2.9 and Corollaries 2.10 
and 2.11. We did this case for concreteness. Theorem 2.9 and Corollaries 2.10 and 2.11 
hold with any regular 7 replacing w2. 
We now present a result of Shelah which implies that if the CH fails, a generic object 
for a non-stationary tower always contains a non-reflecting stationary set. 
Theorem 2.12. Let 2h’” 2 K2 and y a cardinal and (Ki: i < w) an increasing sequence of 
measurable cardinals bigger than y. Let S E Pm,(r) be stationary and for all N E S, 
N nw2 E w2. Then there is a non-ref?ecting stationary set T c P~,(SUP(Ki: i E CO}) such 
thatfor all NE T, NnyeS. 
Proof. Let (rl: r < 02) E 2” be an enumeration of w2 distinct element of 2”. Let 
T = {NEP~,(SUP{Ki: iew}): Nnye.9 and if 6= Nno2 and cof(NnKi)= Wj 
then ra(i) = j}. An easy indiscernibility argument shows T stationary. Suppose that 
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T reflected to a set A E Sup{Ki: i~o} with w2 E A and IAl = w2. Let 
6i = cof(Anrci). Then 6i E {o,oJ~,o~}. For each i with 6i E{w,o~} there is a closed 
unbounded set Ci of N E 9$,(A) with N n tci cofinal in An Ki. For i with 6; = 02, there 
is a closed unbounded set Ci of N EP~,(A) such that N nw2 cco2 and 
cof(NnKi) = cof(Nno2). For N E ni,,CinT, let hN = Nno2. Define a real sN by 
setting sN(i) = cof(N nq). By the definition of T, sN = z6,. But there are only two 
possibilities for sN (corresponding to cof(bN) = w or cof(bly) = or). But this is a con- 
tradiction since there is a stationary collection of possibilities for 8N. ((N nw2: 
NE flisoCinT} is stationary.) 0 
Shelah has proved much more far reaching non-reflection results using his theory of 
reduced products. For example, he proves that for a cofinal class of cardinals 2 there is 
a sequence (x,: tl E S), such that S c ;lncof(ol) is stationary x, c c( and if 
Z c Ancof(o,) has cardinality 02, then {x,: c1 E Z} has a transversal (a l-l choice 
function). Since any sequence (xi: u E An cof(o 1 )) with XL 2 x, also has this property, 
the sequence of x,‘s can be modified (say under O(Ancof(o,))) so that S = {x,: 
a E Incof(oi)} is a stationary subset of LY~,(H(A)), x, ncc is w-closed and 
sup x,nI = cx. Note that such an S cannot reflect to a set X of size w2. If it did, then 
Z = SnY_,(X) would have cardinality o2 (since the sup function is l-l on Z) and 
hence a transversal. But no stationary set can admit a transversal. Thus, Shelah’s 
results and techniques provide a very powerful obstacle to stationary set reflection. 
Now that we have seen what goes wrong with the proofs that a supercompact yields 
a presaturated ideal on 02, we show that there is an inherent obstacle. 
Theorem 2.13. Assume PFA. There is no partial ordering [lp which does not add reals or 
collapse co2 and has the property that VP k there is a presaturated ideal on 13~. 
Theorem 2.14. Assume PFA. There is no partial ordering P which does not add reals or 
collapse co2 and has the property that V’ b (w3,02) --)) (02,01). 
The proofs of Theorems 2.13 and 2.14 are similar, however for Theorem 2.14 we 
need the additional result. 
Theorem 2.15 (ZFC). Let K, A, p be three consecutive cardinals. Then there is a structure 
a = (/-bfihem such that if 23i2I with (231 = 1, and IBn2l = tc, then 
cof(sup 8 n I) = cof(rc). In particular, 23 n p is < cof(tc)-closed in sup@ n p). 
Remark. Theorem 2.15 has many consequences. For example, under CH, it implies 
that there is an expansion 2l of (Hi, E,A) such that if b is any (wz,ol)-Chang 
elementary substructure of ‘?I with o1 G 23, then ‘13” G S. Further, it can be used with 
the core model theory to show that the consistency strength of (w3, w2) + (02, oi) is 
quite high. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.14. We may assume that @,A) + (1, K) since otherwise the 
theorem is vacuous. Let y $ p and let 2I be a fully skolemized elementary substructure 
of (H(y), E, A ) of cardinality ~1, with ,u c ‘$I. Letf: ‘8 + p be a bijection and 2I’ be the 
structure with domain p isomorphic to ‘8 via$ Then, if 8X( 2I’,f rp), we see that 
9 - '('B)np = 23. Thus, were the theorem false, there would be a 23 < U such that 
(231 = I23npl = 1, (‘Bnll = K and cof(sup23nn) # cof(K). 
Claim. Sk’(Burc)nA = sup(23nl). 
Proof of Claim. Let f; be a skolem function. For the purposes of computing 
Sk”(23 u tc)n A, we may assume that 1;:  H(y) x K -+A. Let ~~23. ThenL(x;):rc+,? 
and b k ‘x(x, .) is bounded in J by some [ < 1”. Hence there is an ordinal [ E 1 n 23, 
such that for all CI < K, f(Xi, a) < r. Hence 23 n 2 is cofinal in Sk’@ u K) n A. Since 
K E Sk”(duK), Sk”(23uv)&. 0 
Thus, if S$2I is a counterexample, we may assume that rc G 23 and 23 nA ~1 and 
has cofinality different from K. Let 8’ be the transitive collapse of 8 andj: 23’ + 23 be 
the inverse of the transitive collapsing map. Then, 1%’ = crit(j) = 23 nR and p%‘, the 
successor in !B’ of As’, is 1. (Since I!ZJnpl = 1, p8’ 2 A. On the other hand, for all 
cre!Bnp there is a bijection h:bnil --f 23 ncr with h E ‘23. Hence the order type of 
bnp is A.) 
In H(y), there is a sequence (x,: c1 < ,u) such that x, G A is unbounded and (x,: 
CI < p) is almost disjoint. Hence in d’, there is such a sequence (x,: tl < CL”). For 
each u* < pL8’, there is a pairwise disjoint sequence of sets (xt*: a < ol*> ~23’ such 
that for each a < a*, x,“* contains a “tail” of x,. 
r- ’ In H(y), choose a g: Kp A”. Since cof(l%‘) # cof(rc), for each IX < pLB’ there is 
a 6, < K such that g”6, is cofinal in x,. Since c(” = 2 > K and there are only 
K possibilities for 6,, there are 1 many IX’S with the same 6,. Choose CI* < p” such that 
for some 6 < K, there are K many L-X < c1* with 6, = 6. Then {g-l Lx,“*]: LY < IX* and 
6, = 6) is a collection of K disjoint subsets of 6 < K, a contradiction. 0 
We note a debt to Shelah’s style of argument in [26]. 
We can now prove Theorems 2.12 and 2.13. 
Definition 2.16. A sequence (Va: CI eu2 ncof (ml)) is a O’(cof(wl)) sequence iff 
Vm E P(U), I%‘ml = ol and for all x G o2 there is a closed unbounded set C. 
(a: xna E%$} 2 Cncof(o,). 
We will use results of Baumgartner and Todorcevic. 
Theorem (Baumgartner [3]). Assume that there are no “Canadian trees”. (This is 
implied by PFA). Let (b,: y < 02) be an enumeration of the bounded subsets of 02. For 
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a Ecof(aI)nwz, let ‘is= = {x E a: for all fi < a there is a y < a with xnp = by}. Then 
(W,: a Ecof(~r)no~) is a O+(cof(wI))-sequence. 
Theorem (Todorcevic [34]). PFA implies that if P is a partial ordering that adds 
a subset of w 1, then either P adds a real or collapses w2. 
We state these results in a somewhat convoluted way in order to make the following 
remark: Assuming PFA, there is a sequence (%$: a < 02) that remains a O’(cofwr))- 
sequence in any forcing extension of V a partial ordering P which neither adds reals 
nor collapses oz. 
Thus to prove Theorems 2.12 and 2.13, it suffices to show that a O’(cof(oI))- 
sequence implies that there is no presaturated ideal on w2 and that 
(03,w2) + (02,w1). So suppose that 9 is a normal presaturated ideal on 02. Let 
G s p(w2)/9 be generic and j: V + M c V[G] be the generic elementary embed- 
ding, where M is the transitive collapse of “VUz/G”. Consider j((C,: 
a < co:)) = (Ch: a < of). Let x c w 2 x E I/. Since {a: xna E%$> is closed and 
unbounded x = j(x)noy E%Y&. Hence for all x E.!Y(w~)“, XE%&. Thus 
V [G] k IY(w2)1” < w1 contradicting the presaturation of 9. 
Now suppose that (w3,w2) + (w2,w1). Let 9I = (H(w,), ~,a,(%~: a < wl), 
f;:)isa be a fully skolemized structure. By Theorem 2.15, there is a ‘1J<‘% with 
/‘%I = )23n03( = o2 and 6 = ‘Bno2 Ecof(ml). Then jB(w,)nB( 2 l’Bno31 = 02. 
On the other hand, if x l P(co~)n!B there is a closed unbounded set C, G o2 with 
C,E~,andforallaEC,,xnaE~~.SinceC,E~,6=Bn02EC,ncof(W1).Hence 
xno ~97~. For x # yeP(o,)n23, 23 k x # y, hence xn6 # yn6. Thus I%781 2 w2, 
a contradiction. 
We now outline a consistency result which is also relevant to Theorem 3.11 and 
Corollary 3.13. 
Theorem 2.17. Suppose tc is a huge cardinal. Then there is a generic extension V’ of 
V satisfying: 
(4 q o, + tc = ~2, 
(b) there is a saturated ideal on K in a <02-closed forcing extension. 
Proof (sketch). (See [19,8] for similar arguments and proof techniques) Let Sq(Kr ) be 
the standard partial ordering for adding a q N, sequence using countable conditions. 
Then, assuming CH, Sq(R r) is countably closed and has the K2-C.C. Let S(a, /I) be the 
Silver collapse of b to be a+. 
Let Q be any partial ordering. Define A(Q, a, p) to be {r I z E V Q, I/ 7 E S(a, /I) II = 1 
and for all z’, 117’ = 7 11 = 1 implies rank (7) < rank(z’)} ordered by 7 <n CT iff 
/( 7 < o )I = 1. Standard theory (see e.g., [S]) shows that if b is inaccessible, and 
IQ I < fl, then A(Q, a, fi) is <a-closed and fl-C.C. Further .%Y(Q * S(a, j3)) is canonically 
a regular subalgebra of g(Q x A(Q, a, fl)). 
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Define a partial ordering P as follows. P will be a k-stage iteration (with amalgama- 
tion) using countable supports. P’ will be countably closed and k-cc. and will make 
K = btz. 
Let PO = S(Ki, K). For c1 a limit, P, is determined by ( PP: /I -=z a) since we are 
taking countable supports. 
At an inaccessible stage tl where P,n V, has the a-C.C. and P,n V, is a regular 
subalgebra of P,, let 
P a+1 = P,n I/,*(P,/(p,n v,)X A(Sq(Ki),a,K)) 
where A(Sq(K,),a, K) is defined in VPXnK. 
Foranyothera,let P,,, =P,*{l}. 
Standard arguments (see [8]) show P = P, to be K-C.C. and w-closed. 
Let V’ = VP’ sqP(N1). To see that V’ satisfies condition (b): Let j: V + M be a huge 
embedding with critical point K. Let 1 = j(K). Since P, is IC-C.C. and j is elementary, 
P, =j(P)nV, isaregular subalgebraofj(P)and hence P*A(Sq(K,),k,1)isa regu- 
lar subalgebra of j( P). Since .!PK * Sq ‘K(K 1 ) is a regular subalgebra of j( P) * Sq”‘)(K i ) 
we see that 
is a regular subalgebra of j(lP)*Sj”‘(Ki). Hence P * Sq(Ki) * S(K,~) is a regular 
subalgebra of j( P) * Sq j(‘)(K 1 ). 
Let G,, * Gi * G2 E P * Sq(Ki) * S(rc,l.) be generic. Let Ho * Hr E j( P) * Sq’(‘)(K,) 
be generic extending Go * Gi. Then j can be extended to an elementary 
In M[H,,*Hi], define m = uj;‘G,. Then m ES “[“o*Hll(l,j(A.)), and m is a master 
condition, i.e., if Hz E S(&j(n)) is generic with m E Hz then j^ can be extended to 
j*:I/[Go*G1*Gz]~MIHo*H1*HZ]. 
By building a “pseudo-generic” tower in SMrHorH1](l,j(A)) below m, there is 
a K-complete ultrafilter on 9(K) “tGo *‘1’ G21 in VIHO*H1]. But VIHO*H1] is 
a I-c.c. extension of VIGO * G1 *G,]. Since 1 = o3 in VIGO* G,], this implies that 
there is an w,-saturated ideal on o2 in a < w,-closed forcing extension of 
J’CGo* G,l. 0 
One can check easily that (w3,02) --)) (w2,01) in this model. 
Remark. By adding an arbitrarily large collection of Cohen reals to I/‘, we get a model 
where the continuum is arbitrarily large and there is a partial ordering Q that 
preserves w 1 and w2 and adds a saturated ideal on 02. With a little more work we can 
arrange that I” have the continuum arbitrarily large and Q be <02-closed. 
We now turn to a theorem we will use in the next section: 
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Theorem 2.18. Let n 2 1 be an integer. Let 2 9 K,. Suppose that 
is in IA (length K,) and IN) = K,. Then N nPu,(N) is stationary. 
Proof. Since N E IA (length K,), N 2 K,. 
Claim 2.19. For all m 6 n, N nPa,(K,) is stationary. 
Proof. We go by induction on m. For m = 0, this is immediate. Assume 
Nn9&(tC,_,)isstationary. Let2I = (Km,fi)iswbeanalgebraonK,. Wemustfind 
a countable x EN with x < ‘8. 
By the downward Lowenheim-Skolem theorem, there is an c1 EK, with c( closed 
under each h. Since m < n, N 2 K,, and N< (H(1), E,h)iew, there is an f~ N, 
f: a --&+ K, _ 1. Consider the algebra 23 on K, _ 1 arrived at by “copying over” each 
fi taco to K, via& Since N n9,1(K,_ 1) is stationary, there is a y E N, lyl = o and 
y=$!23. Then x =f”y~N and x$cU. 0 
Let (N,: c( < K,) witness N E IA (length K,). We may assume that for a < /?, 
N, c N,. There is a sequence of functions (f,: M. < H,) withf,: 1 N,I + N, and for all 
6<K,,(f,:cr<6)~N.LetM,=U~<= f~(lNgIn/?). Then for all CI, IM.1 d K,_l 
and for each 6 < K,, (M,: c( < S) EN. 
Fix an algebra 2I on N. We must find an x E N nP,,(N) with x< 9I. Since each 
IM,I~K,_,,thereisana,withM,~M.SinceM,~N,thereisanf:M,~/M,I 
withfe N. Since 1 M,I < K,_ 1, P,,() M,l)n N is stationary, and hence P&(M,)n N is 
stationary. Thus there is an x E Yu,(M,) n N, x < VI. 0 
3. Reasonable forcing 
We begin this section by defining “reasonable” forcing, a weakening of proper 
forcing. We show that reasonable forcing cannot add a new equivalence class to 
a weakly-homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relation, unless that relation has a per- 
fect set of inequivalent reals. We then give some examples of reasonable forcing 
notions and deduce some results about the value of 8. We finish with some more 
involved arguments about pairs of non-stationary towers. 
Definition 3.1. A partial ordering P is reasonable iff for all ordinals ~1, PU,(a)” is 
stationary in qU,(a)“‘. 
Standard proper forcing arguments yield the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.2. Let P be a partial ordering. Then the following are equivalent: 
(I) P is reasonable; 
(2) ,for a/l p E P there is an elementary substructure N< (H(j.), E, A, P, ( p)) for 
some i. > (22’p’)’ and an (N, P)-generic q 6 p; 
(3) for all p E P and all sufficiently large regular % there is an elementary substructure 
N<(H(R), l .P,{p}) and an (N,P) generic q <p. 
We now show that weakly-homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relations remain 
equivalence relations after “small” forcing: 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that P is a partial ordering and - is a rc-weakly-homogene- 
ously-Suslin equivalence relation with canonical tree T and 1 P) < K. Then for all generic 
G G P, V[G] + p[T J is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Let T be the canonical tree for k and ? the canonical tree for +. Since 
1 PI < K, T and 7 remain “complemented trees” after forcing with P. Let G E P be 
generic. We must see that {(x,y): (x, y) E p[ T] f is symmetric, reflexive and transitive. 
However for each of these properties, there is a canonical tree S in V which is 
ill-founded iff there is a counterexample. 
We do the case of transitivity: Let S = {(s, t, u, 0, p, T): (s, t, cr) E T, (t, u, p) E T and 
(s, u, r) E f }. Then both in V and in V [G], S is ill-founded iff the relation p[T] is not 
transitive. Since S is well-founded in V, it remains well-founded in I/ [G]. Hence p[ T] 
is transitive in V [ G]. lJ 
Theorem 3.4. Let - be a k-weakly-homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relation and 
P a reasonable partial ordering of cardinality <K. Let G c P be generic. Suppose that 
there is a T E V [G] no” such that for all f e V AW~, T + 1: Then in I/, there is a perfect 
set of inequivalent reals. 
Proof. We may assume that for some term t, IIF for all f E own V, f + G T. Forcing 
with P x P we get T( and r,; the interpretation of T by the “left” generic object and by 
the “right” generic object. Since I P x PI = IPI < K, p[ T] is still an equivalence 
relation -pnxIPin VP”. 
Claim. For all p E P, (p,p) I/-r, -p x up ‘5,. 
Proof of Claim. Otherwise fix such a p and N<(H(A), l ,s,P’,(pj, T, ?;, -, A) be 
such that for some q < p, q is (N, P)-generic. Choose G,, E I/ with p E GO and 
Go generic over N for Pn N. Let G’ s P be V-generic with q E G’ and G2 = NnG’. 
Then G2 is N-generic. In V[G’], choose a Gi E N nP so that both (G,,G,) and 
(G,,G,) are (PxP)nN-generic over N and PEG,. Working in V[G’], let 
Xi = r”tG41. Then N[G,,G,] k x0 ~pXpxI and N[GL,G2] k x1 +pXpx2. Since 
N [ Gi, Gj] is “correct” about m (see remarks in Section 1 about weak-homogeneity), 
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V[G’] k x0 - x1 and x1 - x2. Hence x0 - x2. But x0 E I/ and x2 = z”[“]. This is 
a contradiction. 0 
To finish the theorem, we build a tree ( ps: s E 2<,) such that: 
(a) ps-i < ps and ps E P n N, 
(b) (PCo,~s-~)bxiipz/ +Ipx%, 
(c) ps decides z ye(s), 
(d) for distinct f, g E 09 if we let Gf = { pf tn: n ECU) and G, = { ps tn: n E CO}, then 
G, x G, is (p x P)nN-generic over IV. 
Now, for eachfe 2” we get a real rf and {z,-:f~2”} is a perfect set. For distinct 
f,s ~2~3 NCG,,G,l I= r/ + fg. By “correctness”, {r,: f~2”) is a perfect set of in- 
equivalent reals. 0 
We now give some examples of reasonable forcing: 
Example 3.5. Any proper forcing is reasonable. 
This example shows immediately that f3 < w2 in the “standard model” of PFA, 
gotten by iterating proper forcing up to a supercompact cardinal. For, in such 
a model, the CH holds at a cofinal collection of the iteration. If a long prewellordering 
in L(R) were introduced by an initial segment of the forcing it would have length less 
than w2 in later stage. Since further proper forcing cannot add a new class to this 
prewellordering, the prewellordering has length less than o2 in the final model. We 
note that by Woodin’s result that “NS,, is saturated and there is a measurable 
cardinal implies that 6: = K2” we see for example that “Con(ZFC + there is a super- 
compact cardinal) implies PFA v NS,, is saturated.” 
Example 3.6. Any K,-c.c., cardinal preserving forcing. 
To see that this is true, let IFD be a cardinal preserving, K,-C.C. forcing, and G c P be 
generic. We go by induction on c1 to see that 9U,(c()” is stationary in V[G]. We must 
show that if ‘9l = (cC,fi)i~~ EV[G] is a structure with universe ~1, then there is 
a countable x E V that is closed under every fi. 
Since p preserves cardinals, it suffices to consider cardinals CI E V [Cl. For CI = ol, 
there is a j < c1 so that p is the universe of some elementary substructure of ‘$I. Since 
p E I/ and /I is countable in V, x = j? works. 
For tl E(o.I~, btm), suppose this is true for all p < c(. Again, by downward Lowen- 
heim-Skolem arguments, there is an ordinal fl< ~1, so that fl is the universe of an 
elementary substructure of ‘8. By the induction hypothesis on IpI, there is an 
x E PO I (a)” so that x E /? and x is closed under j r fl’“. 
For c( > K,, we note that K,-cc. implies K,-C.C. for some n < w. Hence, there is 
a Y E I/, ) Y 1 < K, and Y is the universe of an elementary substructure of %. Applying 
the induction hypothesis to 1 Y 1 we get the result. 
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We now define an ideal on a regular cardinal K first discovered by Shelah and given 
the name I[K]: Fix a skolemized structure %!I = (H(1), E,A,A,J)~,~ where 1 $ K. 
Let Ys = {a: there is a sequence (ai: i < cof(a)) cofinal in a such that for all 
j < cof(a), (ai: i <j) ES~‘(CX)}. Note that if ‘$I1 and $!I2 are structures on H(1,) and 
H(A2) then there is a structure 23 on H(max{ii,1,}) such that Y, 2 Y,, u Ys,. 
Hence ( Yz: 2I is a structure on some H(A)} generates a (not necessarily proper) ideal 
which Shelah calls Irk-]. Note that I[K] is closed under diagonal unions. 
If K = p+, p is regular and (C,: o! < K) is a 0, sequence then 
witnesses that I [K] contains a relatively closed unbounded set of points of cofinality 
,U in rc; for tl of cofinality ~1 every initial segment of C, is in Sk’(cc). Further, if K<~ = K, 
let (x,: tx < K) enumerate K<~. Let‘% = (H(l),E,A,(x,: CL < K),f;.)i.w. Lets = (6: 
there is a sequence (6i: i < p) cofinal in 6 such that for allj < p, there is an ~1 < 6 with 
(&: i <j) = x,}. Then S is stationary and S E Y 8. Hence there is a stationary set in 
ICK-I. 
It is apparently an open problem whether Z[K] always contains a stationary set. 
Questions. (a) Is it consistent hat Z[Kz] E NS(&)? 
(b) Is it consistent for there to be an K3-saturated ideal 9 on K2 with l[Kz] c 9? 
(c) Is it consistent for there to be an K3 saturated ideal on Kz with NS,, being 
K2 saturated? In the presence of a measurable cardinal, this would require a positive 
answer to (b). 
Example 3.7. Let n > 1 be a positive integer. Suppose that 9 is a normal, K,, I pre- 
saturated ideal on K, and that there is a set S E I [KJ with S E J? Then P = .P(K,)/9 
is reasonable. In particular, if Q_, holds and X is any saturated ideal on K, then 
.?P(Ec,)/9 is reasonable. 
Example 3.8. Suppose that 9 is the non-stationary ideal on K, restricted to points of 
cofinality K,_ 1. Then if 9 is saturated, P(K,,)/X is reasonable. 
We prove Examples 3.7 and 3.8 in parallel. For Example 3.7, we first assume that 
the ideal is saturated. Recall from Section 1 that if 9 is an ideal on K, and 
N~(H(I),E,A)witha=NnKEK,thenNisgoodprovidedthatcrEn{C:CENn 
j}. If 9 is the non-stationary ideal on K, then every N < (H(2), E , A) with N n K E K 
is good. In Example 3.7, the main problem is to get a good N in IA (length K,_ r ). 
Lemma 3.9. Assume the hypothesis of Example 3.7 and that the ideal 9 is saturated. Let 
19 EC,,. Let p E 9+, p = [Xl. Then there is a good N < (H(A), E, A, 9, [Xl) with 
NEIA (length K,_,) and NnN,eX. 
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Proof. Let i’ p 1 and ,Jet ‘QI = (H(I’), E, {A, X}, 9, AyJ;:)ieo be a skolemized struc- 
ture such that Ya ~9. Let (M,: a < K,) be a continuous tower of elementary 
substructures of ‘u with (M,I = K,- 1 and M,nK, EK,, and let M = UclcK. M,. Then 
D = A(C: CEM and CEj)Ej. 
Hence for a closed unbounded set of LY ED, M, is good. Choose an CI E Y w n X with 
M, good and M,nK, = a. Let (Ui: i < K,_,) witness that cc~Y9. Since 
M, 2 Skx(a), for all j < K,_i, (ai: i <j) EM,. Build a continuous tower (Nj: 
j < K, _ 1 ) such that: 
(a) Nj<(H(L), E,~,{X},A>, INjl ~Kn-1; 
(b) (Ni: i<j)ENj+i and (tli: i<.j)ENj+r; 
(c) (Ni: i <j) EM,; 
(d) NjnK, E K,. 
This is possible since i E M, and for each j < K,_ i, (ai: i <j) EM,. Let 
N = Uj<K,_, Nj. Then N EIA (length tC,_i) and NnK, = a. Since N GM, N is 
good. 0 
We now finish the proofs of Examples, 3.7 and 3.8 simultaneously (assuming that 
9 is saturated): Let p = [X] ~9’. We show condition (2) of Proposition 3.2 holds. 
Let N<(H(A), E,A,~,(X}> b e a good substructure in IA (length K,_,) with 
a = NnK,eX. 
If A EN is a maximal antichain in P(K,)/9, then IAl 5 K,. Letf:K,s A,fe N. 
Since .9 is normal C = (6: for some /I < 6, 6 of} E 9. Since C EN, a EC. Thus, 
there is an a EA, with x EU. 
To summarize: for all maximal antichains A EN there is an a E An N with 
N n K, E a; i.e., N is “self-generic”. 
Hence there is a closed unbounded set R c .Pw,(N) such that for all N’ E R and all 
maximal antichains A EN’ there is an a EARN’ with a EU. By Theorem 2.18, 
NnR#@.LetN’ENnR.Let Y=Xnn{u(AnN’): AeN’andAisamaximal 
antichain}. 
Claim. (a) Y EY+. 
(b) Let q = [Y]. Then q is (N’, P)-generic. 
Proof of Claim. (a) Since Y EN and a E Y and N is good, Y E 9+. 
(b) Let A E N’ be a maximal antichain. Then Y E u(A n N’). Since this is a count- 
able union and 9 is countably complete, q d C(An N’) in 9(K,)/9. 0 
This finishes the proofs of Examples 3.8 and 3.7 under the assumption that 9 is 
saturated. If we only assume that 9 is presaturated. the proof is similar to the proof of 
Example 3.6 in that we show inductively that for all m, 9&(&,,)” is stationary after 
forcing with 9(K,)/9. However, since K, is collapsed, we need a special argument 
to see that pO,(K.)” remains stationary. Let G c .9(H,)/9 be generic, and 
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j: V + A4 c V [G] be the induced generic embedding. Since there is an S E 9 [tc,] nj, 
there is a structure ‘9I and a sequence (ai: i < K,_ I ) cofinal in Kr such that for all 
j < K,_ 1, (ai : i < j) E Sk”%)(K,V). Note that Sk”“(K,V) = U { Skj”)(/?) : /? < K,} . By 
elementarity for each /3 < Kr, Skj(‘)( B) n {x: x is a bounded subsequence ofelements 
of K,V} = Sk’(P) n ( x : x is a bounded subsequence of elements of Kr}. Hence, for all 
j<K,-i, (ai: i<j)EV. In T/, choose a sequence (fa: LIEN,) such that each 
fa : K,_ 1 -+ a is a bijection. For j < K,_ 1, let Aj = u {fd, “j: i < j} E I/. Then (Aj: 
j E K,_ 1 ) is a continuous sequence of subsets of Kr each of cardinality less than K, _ 1. 
Hence if 23 is a structure on Kr that lies in V[G], for some j, A,< 23. Since Aj has 
cardinality less than K,, we can use our induction hypothesis to see that PU,(Aj)’ is 
stationary in V[G]. Hence there is a countable elementary substructure of 23 whose 
universe lies in I’, as desired. 0 
From 3.7 and 3.8 we can prove the following theorems. (We have actually proved 
something stronger though more technical to state.) 
Theorem 3.10. Let n > 1 be a positive integer. Suppose P(K,,)/(NSu” ~cof(Kn_i)) is 
K n+l -saturated. Then any weakly-homogeneously-St&in equivalence relation has either 
<K,_ 1 classes or a perfect set of inequivalent reals. 
Theorem 3.11. Assume ON._, and there is a saturated ideal on K,. Then any weakly- 
homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relation has either $ K,_ 1 classes or a perfect set of 
inequivalent reals. 
Proof of Theorems 3.10 and 3.11. It just remains to show that forcing with a saturated 
ideal on ti, adds a new equivalence class to any weakly-homogeneous-equivalence 
relation with at least K,-classes. Let ([X,]: CI < y) be an enumeration of the 
- equivalence classes with y 2 K,. Let T be the canonical tree for - and F the 
canonical tree for -f . Let G c P(K,)/4 be generic and j: I/ + A4 E V[G] be the 
canonical embedding. Then j”T is a subtree ofj( T) and similarly j”F is a subtree of F. 
Considerj((x,: cc < y)) = (y,: M. <j(y)). For each c(, yj(,) = x, . Hence for any x E V, 
M ~ys~7Lx.SupposeyK.rr.xinI/[G].Then(yK.,x)~p[T]andhence,sincej”Tis 
a subtree of j(T), (y~x) Ep[j(T)]. But M + yu, + x, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.12. Suppose there is a supercompact cardinal and NS(K,) rcof(K,_ i) is 
K ,,+ ,-saturated. Then 0 < K,. 
Corollary 3.13. Suppose that there is a supercompact cardinal, OK._, and some (possibly 
trivial) &closed partial ordering P adds a presaturated ideal to K,. Then 8 < K,. 
(Actually, all that is required is that P not collapse cardinals below K,+l. The 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.13 are easily seen to be consistent. See 
Theorem 2.17) 
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For more corollaries, about more general preorderings, see 193. 
Because of Theorem 2.4, to prove 0 < tE,, it suffices to find a reasonable partial 
ordering P such that in V ‘, there is an elementary embedding j: V --t M s V ‘, with 
critical point K, and M well-founded. We now present a more refined, somewhat more 
difficult method for showing 6’ < K,. 
Theorem 3.14. Let n > 1 be an integer. Suppose oh’._, and there is a partial ordering 
P and a cardinal K with kCK = K such that 
(a) P s H(K), P preserves K and cardinals less than K,. 
(b) ZfG c P is generic, then in V[G], cof(K1) = K,_ I. 
(c) In V[G], there is an elementary embedding j: V + M (M transitive) with 
crit(j) = K, and j(K,) = K. 
(d) For all c( < K, and all p E P there is a partial ordering Q such that Q is a regular 
subalgebra of P/p, preserves K,, adds no new reals and Ial = K, in I/o. 
Then every K' -weakly-homogeneous-equivalence relation has either dK,_ 1 classes 
or a perfect set of inequivalent reals. 
Remark. Condition (d) is satisfied if there is a regular subalgebra Q of P that preserves 
K,, adds no new reals and makes K = K,+ 1. The existence of such a Q also directly 
implies condition (b) by results of Shelah. 
Proof of Theorem 3.14. Let I b K be regular. Since A-closed forcing preserves N and 
all of the hypothesis of Theorem 3.14, we may assume that i = IH(,I)l. Let 
F: H(i) + 2 be such a bijection. 
Let N have aK,, equivalence classes and ([x,]: CI < y ) be an enumeration of 
them. Let T and ? be the canonical trees from weak-homogeneity for _ and +. Let 
G E P begeneric.In V[G],consider2I = (H(i), E,P,G,& * ,H(I)V,~,~,T,T’,F) 
where r is a term for a real in the o,th class of j((x=: r < 7)). As before, 
V[G] kr+xforanyxEV. 
Let M’ = Sk’U(K,_ 1), and CY* = M’ntc = M’nKrfG1. Choose a p EC, plkcc* = 2 
for some CI EOR and let Q be as in hypothesis (b) for p and CI. Let H c Q be generic 
over V with H E V[G]. 
Claim 3.15. There is a countable NEV[H], N~(H(E.)“,E,T,~,P,{~~,~,~,F) 
such that Sk%(N)n H(tc)Y = N n H(tc)“. 
Proof. We show that YU,(cr”) n V [H] is stationary in V [Cl. Since in V [H], 
lr”l = K,, it suffices to show that PU,(K,,) “tH1 is stationary in V[G]. Following the 
argument of Theorem 2.18, we show by induction on m < n that 9$,,(tC,)VrH1 is 
stationary in V[G]. For m = 0 this is immediate. Assume that it is true for m - 1. Let 
‘%3 be an algebra on K, that lies in V [G]. Then for some y E K,, y is subalgebra of B. 
Since IyI =K,_l in V[H], 9$,,,(y) “[u] is stationary in V[G]. Hence there is an 
x l .P~,(y)n V[H] that is a subalgebra of ‘$5 
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In V [G], fix a collection of skolem functions of 2I closed under composition and let 
2I’ be the resulting algebra restricted to the set c(. 
Since pm,(cr)n V[H] is stationary in V[G], there is an x ~.9~,(ct)n V[H] closed 
under the algebra for ‘%I’. Let N be the elementary substructure of (H(A)“, E, T, F, 
P, {p}, .A, z, F) generated by x. Then N E I/ [H] and Sk’(N) = Sk”‘(N) = Sk”‘(x). 
Hence Sk’(N)nH(lc)” = NnH (K)“. q 
Claim 3.16. Gn N is P-generic/N. 
Proof. Let A EN be a maximal antichain in P. Then Iu /= An G # 8. Since 
Sk”(N)nH(K)” E N 
and P c H(K)“, we get Sk’(N)nAnG #8 and NnAnG # 8. 0 
We now finish the argument more or less as in Theorem 3.4, with notation as fixed 
in Theorem 3.4. 
Claim 3.17. For all P E iln, (p, p)lyrr - z,. 
Proof. Otherwise, let G E P be generic over I/ with p E G. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that plt& = 5. Take Q as in hypothesis (d) and H E Q be generic. 
Moving to I/ [H], we take an N satisfying Claim 3.16. 
Choose Go s N n P’ generic over N with p E Go and Go E I/ [H]. In T/ [G], choose 
a G, c NnP so that both (G,,G,) and (G1,GnN) are P x P generic over N. Then 
N[G,,G,] +rGo-rGl and NIGI,GnN] +T’I -T’. Hence by absoluteness 
rco _ rc. 
Since Q adds no new reals tGo E V, a contradiction. 0 
Note. This is the only place we use that Q adds no new reals in an essential way. 
From Claim 3.17, we can work in V[H] to build a tree (ps: s ~2~~) c N as in 
Theorem 2.4. This yields a perfect set of inequivalent reals lying in V [HI. 
Claim 3.18. There is a perfect set of inequivalent reals in V. 
Proof. We have several reasons why this is true. Under the actual hypothesis given for 
Theorem 3.14, if S E wiw is a tree in V [H] such that K = ISI is a perfect set of 
inequivalent reals in V [H], then S E V and absoluteness yields that [S] ” is a perfect 
set of inequivalent reals. 
If, instead we assume that w-n V [G] c M, but not that Q does not add reals, we 
can argue as follows: 
Let K c V [H] be a perfect set of inequivalent reals. Let S E gc” be a tree such 
that K = [S]. Define an ordering T’ by setting the universe of T’ = {(s, t,a): s, t ES, 
L(s) = f(t), s # t and (s, t, rr) E T} and ordering T’ by reverse inclusion. Then T’ is 
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definable in V [II] and, both in V [II] and V[ G], T’ is well founded iff for all distinct 
reals X,_V E [ST], .I( + y. Hence in V[G], [S] is a perfect set of inequivalent reals. Since 
S E M, and M computes h “correctly”, M k [S] is a perfect set of inequivalent reals. 
Hence V b 3 a perfect set of inequivalent reals. This proves Claim 3.18 and finishes 
Theorem 3.14. 0 
We can eliminate both arguments for Claim 3.18 by appealing to the following fact. 
Fact 3.19. Let + be a K-weakly-homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relution with 
K > 2”0. Let P he a partial ordering of cardinulity < K. Then + has a perfect set CI~ 
inequivalent reals ifl - has u pe[fect of inequivalent reals in V ‘. 
The proof of this fact uses standard homogeneity techniques and we omit it. 
The hypothesis that Q adds no reals, was only used to show that r$ V [H]. In the 
intended application, where P is some tower of ideals such as b - NS(w2, <K), this 
can be arranged by C.C.C. forcing as follows (we do this for o2 for concreteness). 
For each y E w”, let S(y) be the collection of sequence numbers of y. 
Suppose that ([Y,]: z < 7) is a list of the equivalence classes of + where _ is 
a K+-weakly-homogeneous-equivalence relation and ;’ > (I)~. 
Let A & oz. By almost disjoint forcing, one can force a real .X such that for all y E V, 
I.unS(y)l = o iff )’ E [ Y,] for some 6 EA. Iterating this forcing K, -times with finite 
supports produces a generic object J and a sequence (.x1: r < K l ) of reals such that 
forallyE V[J]n(ti”, thereisaflforallr > j?I.x,nS(y)l = c)itTy~[Y~] some6EA. 
Let (. ) :(2”)3 + 2” be a canonical pairing function on the reals. For each fi EQ~ 
choose an ,&:o, -&$ /I. Let A,.; = ( j?: j&d) = r}. Use almost disjoint forcing to 
produce a sequence of reals (x,: r < o, ) so that for all .r.p,z: 
Thereisabforallr >B,I.~,nS((x,~‘,z))l = 8 iff for some 6. t, p, x E [Y,], y E [Y:]. 
and z E [ Y,] and fl E A,.: 
Now, in V [(x,: r < X1 )] assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 3.14 holds, with 
the exception that Q might add reals. We want to show that no regular subalgebra of 
P that preserves ~0~ adds a real in the o,nd equivalence class ofj(([ Y,]: x < 7)). 
(This was the only use of the hypothesis that Q adds no reals in the proof of Theorem 
2.12. It appeared in Claim 3.17.) 
Let,J;:, be the oznd member ofj((f,: c1 < OJ,)) and let r be in the oznd equivalence 
classes ofj(( [ Y,]: r < 7)). Thenf:‘,(b) = r ifffor a tail of the x5’s, x,nS(( Y,, Y:, 5)) is 
infinite. Hence if r E V [H]. where H E Q is generic, then f:‘, E V [H]. Hence Q col- 
lapses Q~, a contradiction. 
4. More on non-stationary towers 
Theorem 3.4 shows that the existence of a reasonable forcing that yields a generic 
elementary embedding with critical point w, implies that 0 < w,. The ordinary 
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non-stationary tower is clearly not reasonable as it adds Prikry sequences to many 
measurable cardinals; hence it does not preserve cof(w). In Section 1 we showed that 
this crude problem can be overcome by forcing with the o-closed non-stationary 
tower with critical point wa. We discuss that problem further here. 
Theorem 3.14 gives us a technique for doing some preliminary forcing before using 
the non-stationary tower; this technique allows us to use a weaker form of “reason- 
able” forcing. In this section, we discuss application of Theorem 3.14 in the more 
general context of embedding one non-stationary tower in another. 
We discuss the relationship between the non-stationary tower forcing and forcing 
with the non-stationary ideal on a cardinal (after a suitable collapse). We introduce 
the hypothesis H; show that it holds if the appropriate non-stationary tower is 
saturated (or saturated below some condition) and that it consistently fails at a huge 
cardinal. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that b(NS(w,, K) 1 IA (length( K,, - i ))) is K-presaturated, 
where K is inaccessible. Then every weakly homogeneous equivalence relation with 2 K, 
classes has a perfect set of inequivalent reals. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.4 and the remarks following Theorem 3.11, it suffices to 
prove that P = b(NS(K,,K) ]IA (length(K,_ i))) IS reasonable. Let G s P be generic. 
Then for all y < K, {N<H(y): N EIA of length w,} EG. In particular, 
X = {N<H(y): N = U.<w._, N,, (N,: CI < CO,_ 1 ) is an increasing continuous 
chain of subsets of N of cardinality K,_ 2 such that for all b < w,, (Nd: 
E<~)EN}EG 
By Theorem 2.18, if N E X, then N ngU, (N) is stationary. 
Let j: V + M E I/ [G] be the embedding associated with G. Then j”H(y)” Ej(X). 
Hence 
M k j”H”(y)n~~,(j”H”(y)) is stationary. 
Since M is closed under y-sequences, 
V[G] k j”H(y)“nPU,(j”H(y)“) is stationary. 
Sincej is l-l and crit(j) > wl, V[G] i= H(y)“nPU,(H(r)“) is stationary. Hence for 
each y < K, VnP&(y) is stationary in V[G]. 
Since K is preserved by forcing with P, a downward Lowenhein-Skolem theorem 
argument gives that every structure 9I with universe K lying in V[G] has an 
,elementary substructure with domain an ordinal y < K. Since g:,(y)” is stationary in 
V[G], there is a countable elementary substructure of 2I with universe in I/. 
Since 1 P 1 = K, a chain condition argument gives that every structure 2I with domain 
a cardinal p 2 K has an elementary substructure b whose domain has cardinality 
K and lies in V. 0 
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We note that Proposition 4.1 works for any rc-presaturated tower of normal ideals 
that concentrates on IA. We show later in this section that it is consistent o have such 
a tower that is k-saturated. 
We now examine conditions under which the hypothesis 3.14 hold. (See Section 1 
for the definitions of “self-generic” and other terms.) 
Theorem 4.2. Let p. < p1 < K be regular and K Woodin. Let P = b(NS( PO, tc)) and 
p E P. Suppose that p reflects to a set of size < pl. Let 1 be a Woodin cardinal with 
suppp < A< tc. Then there is a q ECI = b(NS(p,,A)) and a p’ < p such that a/q is 
a regular subalgebra of P/p’. 
Remark. As usual, for the sake of clarity, we have not proven the theorem in its fullest 
generality; it holds for many towers of ideals (e.g., <-y-closed NS(y, K)). To see the 
connection with Theorem 3.14, take p. = CO,_ 1, pl = IX,, K a limit of Woodins. 
Proof. Let G E P be generic with p E G, andj: V -+ M s V[G] be the generic embed- 
ding. Then M is closed under <k-sequences from V [ G], so it suffices to show that 
M contains a generic object for Q over V,,,. Suppose that M + n { U(A n j” VA+z): 
A E j”VAf2 and A is a maximal antichain in Q} # 0. Fix a z in the intersection. Let 
Go = {q E Q: z Ej(q)}. Since j is elementary, G, is a filter on Q. Let B c Q be 
a maximal antichain in V. Then j(B) Ej”VA+2 so z E lJ(j(B)nj”VA+z), and hence for 
some b E B, z Ej( b). Thus, Go is generic. 
We are reduced to showing that there is some p’ E P/p with p’ It n { u (A nj” VA+ J: 
A Ej”VA+z and A is a maximal antichain in Q} # 8. Let p’ = {x EPv,,(H(tc))np: 
n{UAnx: AExnV 1+ 2 and A is a maximal antichain in Q> # S}. 
Claim 4.3. p’ is stationary. 
The claim clearly suffices, since p’ It j” VA+ z E j( p’). 
Proof of Claim 4.3. Fix an algebra ‘8 on H(rc) expanding (H(K), E, A, { p, A} ). We 
need to build an N < 2I with N up’. Since p reflects to a set of size <pt, there is 
aZo<21,with~Zo~ ~~~,Zon~~~~1suchthatpn~~:,(ZonH(supp(p)))isstation- 
ary. Using [35], Z. can be I-end-extended to a Z-+X that is self-generic for Q. Let 
Gz be the Z-generic object Z generates. (G, = {r E Q nZ: Z E r} .) Let 
23 = <Z, E,fi tz,G,,A>i,, where (Ji‘: i E o) is a collection of skolem functions for ‘8. 
If N<‘B, then GznN is N-generic. Let C = {NnH(suppp): N<B and INI < po}. 
Then C is a closed and unbounded subset of PP:,(Zo n H(supp( p))). Since p reflects to 
Zo, there is an N i Z with N n H(supp( p)) E p. Since GZ is N-generic, Z E n { U A n N: 
A EN n VA + 2 and A is a maximal antichain in Q}. Hence N E p’ as required. l-J 
Corollary 4.4. Let p1 be supercompact and p. < pI be any regular cardinal. Then for 
all Woodin K > 2 > u1 and all PE b(NS(p,,A)) there is a qEb(NS(pI,A)) and 
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a p’ E b(NS(,uo, K)) so that below q, b(NS(pI ,A)) is a regular subalgebra of 
b(NS&K)). 
Unfortunately, Corollary 4.4 says nothing interesting about the value of 0. 
Corollary 4.5. Let p. < y < p1 < K be regular (e.g., ,uo = y = wz). Suppose that pI is 
supercompact and K is a Woodin limit of Woodin cardinals. Let V’ = V “‘(Y, Cfil). Then 
in V’: If p Eb(NS(p,,rc))nIA, then there is a p’ < p a I > supp(p), and 
aq~b(NS(~~,i))suchthutb(NS(~L,,I))lq is a regular subalgebra ofb(NS(po, ~))/p’. 
Proof of Corollary 4.4. If p1 is supercompact, hen every stationary set in Pp:,(H(~)) 
reflects to a set of size <p 1. 0 
Proof of Corollary 4.5. By Theorem 2.8, every stationary subset of PP:,(H(~))nIA 
reflects to a set of size <p 1. 0 
There is a partial converse to Theorem 4.2. 
Proposition 4.6. Let p. < p1 < 1 < K be regular and A, K be Woodin. Suppose that 
p E b(NS(po, K)) has support CJ < ;I and q E b(NS(p 1, A)), q ItQ p is stationary. Then 
p reflects to a set of size <p 1. 
Proof. Let H E b(NS(,ul, A)), be generic with q EH. Let j: V -+ A4 be the associated 
elementary embedding. Then IV<” E M. Since p is stationary in V [If], j( p)n j” H(a) 
(=j”p) is stationary in M. Since j(pl) > (T, A4 k Ij”H(o)l < j(p,) and 
j”H(y)np, = ~1 Ej(l*l). 
Thus M /= j(p) reflects to a set of size < j(pl), hence, by elementarity, V k p reflects 
to a set of size <pl. I-J 
We now turn to the relationship between towers of ideals with critical point p and 
ideals on p in the forcing extension. (Of course our main interest is p = o”, some n.) 
Let p be regular and K be an inaccessible cardinal and Q a partial ordering 
collapsing K to be pf by p-closed forcing. Let p < y < K with y a cardinal. If 
S c PP(H(y)), G s Q is generic andf: ,M + H(y) is a bijection in V [ G], define s c p by 
setting $ = {6:f”6 E S}. Then, modulo a closed unbounded set in p, S is independent 
off and (6: f”6np = S} is closed and unbounded. In I/ [ G], the map S H 3 is 
c order-preserving. 
Let 9 be a normal ideal on p in VQ. For y < K, define an ideal Ey s .CJ%$(H(y)) by 
putting S ~3~ iff )I SE 9 /I Q = 1. Then Yy is a normal ideal and 9 = (Yy: y < K) is 
a tower of ideals. 
Define z : b(3) -+ B(Q) * P(p)/9 by letting z(S) = ( llS$S 11, [$I). Then z is a well- 
defined order and antichain preserving map. 
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Since 3 is normal, it contains the non-stationary ideal. Since Q is p-closed and for 
7 <lc, 12 H(y)J = p in VQ, Q adds a generic object to Col(p,(H(y)l) for each y < K. 
Thus, if S E G$(H(y)) and S is Y-positive then S is stationary in p. By Lemma 3.5, 
SnYu(H(y))n IA is positive. We can go further. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose 9 is a normal ideal on p in V Q. Thenfor each y, I, extends the 
non-stationary ideal on YP(H(y)) IIA. If 4 is the non-stationary ideal on p (or the 
non-stationary ideal on ,u restricted to cojnality 6 < p) then I, is exactly the non- 
stationary ideal on PP(H(y))nIA (or the non-stationary ideal on PP(H(y))nIA 
(cof(6))). 
Proof. We have already proved the first statement. To finish, let S be positive with 
respect o the non-stationary ideal on PJH(y)) 1 IA (or this ideal restricted to cofinal- 
ity 6). Using arguments imilar to the proof of Lemma 2.5, S is stationary in V Q. I-J 
We have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.8. Suppose that Q is n-closed, K, C.C. and VQ k K = p’. Zf there is 
p-complete, pf-saturated ideal on p in V “, then there is a tower 2 of p-complete ideals 
on ( Yu(H(~)) r IA) such that b(3) is tc-saturated. 
We get considerably more information in the case of the non-stationary ideal. First, 
since 0, holds on all cofinalities in VQ, the non-stationary ideal is not saturated (even 
when restricted to some particular cofinality or stationary set in V). It may, however 
be presaturated. This reflects strongly on V. 
Theorem 4.9. Let p be a regular cardinal and K > p be an inaccessible cardinal, 
Q = Col(p, < K), and suppose V Q k NS( p) rcof(6) is p’+-presaturated. Then 
b(NS(p, K)I IA (cof(b))) is rc-presaturated. 
(Theorem 4.9 also is true for the Silver collapse and other decent collapses.) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, in this case the embedding 
I : b(NS(n, K) tIA (cof(b))) + Col(p, <K) * P(~)/NS(C() tcof(6) 
is given by t(S) = (1, S). It suffices to show that z is a neat embedding; i.e., that if 
A G f? = b(NS(p, K) IIA (cof(6))) is a maximal antichain, then r”A is a maximal 
antichain. 
Let A = (So: fi < y) be a maximal antichain for some y < K. Let jb %- K and 
‘2 = (H(i), E > A, { PL, K},k 4fszheo be a fully skolemized structure. Let sP = supp S,. 
We may assume that for all N ES,, fl E N and Sk%(N) nsp = N. Let q E Q and f be 
a Q-term for a stationary subset of p ncof(6). We must show that there is a B < y and 
a p d q such that pltSBn T is stationary. (This implies that t(S,)n(q, T) # 0 in 
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B(Q * NS(p) rcof(6)), hence (q, p) is compatible with some element of l”A.) If this fails, 
let (q, T) be the A-minimal counterexample. 
Since Col(p, < K) is K c.c., there is an a < K such that q E Col(p, < a) and 
1 It_, p E J/Col(lr* <a). W e may assume that 2* < sp for all /?. Since q It “ for all N<2YJp, if 
Nnp ET, then NnH(ss)“#Sg”. Since (q, p) are A-minimal, ( tij,: D < K) is defin- 
able in 2I. 
Let (5 = (H(22”), l ,A,fk ~H(22”))ks,, where (fk: k EO) are skolem functions 
for (II. Let T * = {N < 6: I NJ < p, and there is an (N, Col(,~, Q u))-generic p < q with 
pit-Nnp E T}. 
Claim 4.11. T * is stationary in 9fl:,(H(22’-))Y. 
Proof. If not, let 6 be an expansion of Cs. with no elementary substructure in T *. Let 
G E Col(p, <K) be generic with q E G. Let f~ V[G] be a bijection, f: .H + H(22”)“‘. 
LetD = {6:q~f"~,f)I~~~,f"~n~ = 6andGnf”GisCol(p, <cc)-genericoverf”6). 
Then D is a closed unbounded subset of p. Let 6,, E Dn ?“[‘I, and N =f”dO. Then 
p’= U(GnN) h as cardinality <p in V[G], hence is a condition in Col(p, <K). As 
q E Gn N, p’ < q and p’ is strongly (Col(p, d CI), N)-generic. Since V[G] t= 6,, E T. 
there is a p d p’ with pit8, E f, a contradiction. 
Since T * is stationary and A is a maximal antichain, there is a /&,, T * nSBo is 
stationary. Let NE T *nSBo (so fiO EN and if N’ = Sk%(N), then N’nH(sp,) = N). 
Since ( B8: /3 < y ) is definable in 2I, 23p, EN’. Since N E T *, there is a p’ < q with 
p’ E Col( p, d CI) that is N-generic (hence N ‘-generic) and p’ It N n p = N ’ n p E F. By 
Lemma 3.6, there is a p d p’ such that p is Col(,~, < +)-generic over N’. Since p is 
generic, pltN'np E f and N'nH(ZQ)< B3,, a contradiction. 17 
We now turn to the saturation of the non-stationary tower. 
We introduce the hypothesis “H “. “H” is a little known hypothesis about a strong 
embedding. (The motivation for and our discussion of H owes much to [28, 261.) 
Let j:V + M be an elementary embedding with crit(j) = K. Suppose ~j/j(K) E M. 
(For example, j might be almost-huge.) Let 3 be a tower of ideals on gp(H(~)) where 
p < K is regular. Let A be a well-ordering of H(~(K)) with j(A) /H(j(ic)) = A. 
Definition 4.12. Hypothesis H holds for 3 and j provided for all ;1 E [K,j(K)) and CI < K 
and allj(2) positive sets S E 9$(H(1)), there is an N’Ej(S) and an N such that: 
(a) <N, E,j(A), {j(K)} > < (N’, E,j(A), {j(K)} >; 
(b) N n H(A) E S; 
(c) Nnu = N'na. 
We will write simply “H” when 3 is the non-stationary tower. One reason that “H” 
is relevent is the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.13. Suppose j is an almost-huge embedding and b(3) is rc-saturated. Then 
H holds for j and 3. 
Proof. Let S c 9$(H(I)), (i E [tc,j(tc)]) and R EP,,(H(A)) be arbitrary. Then the pair 
(S, R) yields a set S, G Yp() RI), namely if f: R --) 1 RJ is any bijection, we let 
S, = {f”N: NEP~(R)~S and f”Nn\RI = NnlRI). As usual S, is well-defined 
(independently off) modulo the closed unbounded filter on PJ I RI). In particular, 
using the equivalence between towers on ( !Yp(tx): o! < K) and on (9,(Ha): CI < K), we 
see that if 9 is a normal tower, [S,]./ is well-defined. We need the following lemma. 
Lemma. Suppose that S E PP(H(A)) is j(9)-positive and a < K. Then there is a set 
R c H(A), I R( < K, c( E R and Sn is Y-positive. In fact, if2I is any algebra on H(A), we 
can find such an R with R =$ Cu. 
Proof. Consider j: I/ + M. In M, let R = j”H(/I). Then [j(S),] j(,fl) = [S] j(.l, is j(4)- 
positive. Since j(a) = a, OL c R. Hence by elementarity there is an R G H(A), 1 RI < K, 
M. s R and S, is Y-positive. 0 
By the K-saturation of .Y, for each j(9)-positive set S c_ 9$(H(A)) and each TV < K 
there is a set A G PK(H(I)), (Al < K such that for all R,, E.Y~(H(A)) with tx G Ro, 
B,(S) = V{&: R EA} 2 SR,. 
Fix now a j(3)-positive set S G PP(H(A)) an ~1 < K, and an A. Let (fR: R E A) be 
the a-least sequence of bijections fR: I RI + R for R E A. Let ‘?I = (H(j(A))“‘, E, 
j(A), {j(K)) >. w e may assume that for all N ES, Sk”(N)n H(A) = N. By elementar- 
ity, B!,(S) =ar(j(S)). Let S’ = {N Ej(S): ~,S,~EN and N<‘LI}. Then 
a,M(S’) c _@(j(S)). 
Let T EPjcK,(H(j(i)))M reflect S’ with T in M. Since Rr(S’) < RF(j(S)), there is an 
N’~p~(T)ns’, with N’~Rz(j(s)) = R,(S). Hence there is an ReAnN’, N’E~. 
Hence,f, l N’andf~“(N’nlRI) c N’. Let N = Sk‘U(f,“(N’nlRI)).Then N<N’and 
NnH(A) =f,“(N’nlRI), so NnH(;L)ES. Sincefa“(N’nIRI) = N’nlR(, Nncl = 
N’ncr. 0 
The “standard” model for a p+-saturated ideal on p (see [19, lo]) is of the form 
Ws(“. cK) where S(p, <K) is the Silver collapse and W is a model of set theory. (Work 
of Magidor implies that it can be taken to be the Levy collapse.) Starting with 
a sufficiently large cardinal, K can be assumed to be almost huge in W. By Proposition 
4.8, this implies the existence of a K-saturated tower of ideals 3 in W. By Theorem 
4.13, “H” holds for 3. Thus the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.14. Suppose K is a huge cardinal and j: V -+ M is a huge embedding with 
critical point K. Then there is a forcing extension VP and a tower of ideals $ on 
.Yu(H(~)) in V’ such that VP satisfies H for $ and j. 
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Theorem 4.15. Suppose CH and H. Then b(NS(m*, K) IIA (cof(o,)) is presaturated. 
Remark 4.16. If CH holds and P = b(NS(02, K) rIA(cof(o,))) is K-presaturated, then 
[FD is (w, cc )-distributive. 
Proof of Remark 4.16. Since (PI = K and P is K-presaturated, if to adds a new 
w-sequence to V there is an CI < K such that P adds a new o-sequence to LX Let G c P 
be generic, and i: I/ + M c I/ [G] be the associated embedding. Then M’” G M. 
By the CH, IA (cof(o,))n9U,(H(cc)) = {NEP~~(H(c()): N” E N}. Hence 
M k (i”H(cc))” E i”H(cc), and thus V[G] + [H(a)“]” E H(a)“. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.15. We must follow the usual path to presaturation. The only 
wrinkle is that we “shrink” to catch indices. Let 5’ = b(NS(oz, K) 1 IA (cof(w,))). We 
will not use the CH until the conclusion of the argument. 
Lemma 4.17. Assume H. Let 1, E [22’)+, j( K)). For all c( < K and all maximal antichains 
A E P and all algebras 2I = (H(n), E, A, K, P, A,f;)i,, there is a closed unbounded set 
C s Ym2(H(E.))for all M E CnIA(cof(w,)), we have M < ‘11 andfor all x EM there is an 
N < M (in the language of ‘3) such that N na = M na, N E IA(cof(o,)), x EN and 
N catches A. 
Proof. Otherwise fix c( < K, A c [FD and ‘3 that yield a counterexample. Let S s IA 
(cof(oi)) be the stationary set of counterexamples. Since S is stationary, we may 
assume for all M ES we have the same x E M witnessing the failure of the Lemma 4.17. 
Call this witness x0. Since S is a stationary set, there is a b Ej(A) such that bn S is 
stationary, hence a condition in j(p). We may assume that supp b 3 supp S. Let 
Y E:c2 s”ppb, j(K)) and B* be the internalization of 23 = (H(2Y)+, E, A, 2&S, b, A, {x}, 
tc,1) (see the remarks after 2.2.). Let S* = (N<23*: (NI = wi, Skj@*)(N)n 
H(29+ = N and N ESnb}. Apply H for a and S*. 
Then we get an N’ej(S*) and an N, (N, E,j(A),{j(K)})<(N’, E,j(A),(j(K)}). 
NnH(2?‘)+ ES* and N’na = Nnu. Since N’E j(S*), N’ij(%*). 
Let N, be the subalgebra of j(23*) generated by NnH((2?)+). Since Nn 
H((~?)+)EIA (cof(oi)), N, EIA (See the proof of Proposition 2.4). Since j(23*) 
includes skolem functions for j(2.3) 
(Ni, E,j(A),j(~),j(S),j(b),j(A),j(K),j(~)) 
<(N’, E,j(A),j(%),j(S),j(b),j(A),j(K),j(A)). 
Since N,AH((~~)+)ES*, NInH((2Y)+)$23*, and hence bENI and Ninsuppbe 
bnS. Since N,=$j(23),j(x)~N,. 
Thus 
M k N,nH(j(i))<j(%), N, catches j(A), j(x)E N,. 
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By the elementarity of j, 
I/ k 3N’eS 3Ni<N’(NrEIA(cof(w,)), XEN, and N,nct = N’ncc 
and N 1 catches A). 
This contradicts the definition of S. 0 
From Lemma 4.17 we deduce the apparently stronger statement hat for all 
algebras 2I on H(1) there is a closed unbounded set C of elementary substructures of 
(9I of size Ki such that for all M E Cn IA (cof(oi)) and all antichains A EM and all 
cc,x~M, there is an N<M such that N catches A,xEN and Nncr = M ntl. For if 
this failed, there would be a stationary set S of counterexamples M. For each M in 
S there would be a witness (c(, A,x) E M to the failure. This defines a regressive 
function of S and by normality, a stationary subset of S would all have the same 
counterexample. This contradicts Lemma 4.17. 
Now we “catch-our-tail”. 
Lemma 4.18. Let ‘+X0 = (H(i), E,~,J)~,, be an arbitrary structure on H(i), some 
JE[(~~*)+,~(K)). Then thereisanexpansion~f%~,‘$I = (H(i), ~,A,J,~j)i,j~~jkall 
substructures M c 2l in IA(cof(o,)), and all A EM and all c( E M n K, there is an 
N E IA(cof(w,)), 
<N, ~,Av.fi iN,gj rN)i.j,, c <M, ~,A,fi tM,gj tM)i,j,,, 
Nnol = Mncc and N catches A. 
Proof. Let 23 = (H((2”)‘), E,&,A). Let (gj: j Em) be a list offunctions from H(E.) 
to H(i), closed under composition and such that if M is a subset of H(A) closed under 
(gj: j E(O) and M* is the substructure of 23* (the internalization of ‘$3) generated by 
M, then M*nH(3,) = M. Let 2I = (H(i), ~,A,f,,gj)i..~~. Let M be a substructure 
of ‘9I in IA (cof(w r )) and M * the substructure of 23 * generated by M. Then M * < 93. 
Since the closed unbounded set witnessing Lemma 4.17 for 210, is definable in 23, 
M E C. Let (M6: 6 E w 1 ) witness that M E IA(cof(o I )) with each Mb countable. Since 
each gj fH(lc) E M (cf. Section 2), there is an Ma such that {gj /H(K): j EO} G Md. Let 
x= M,n{hIh:H(K)+H(K)}u{A). S’ mce M EC, there is an N,, $ 210 in IA(o 1 ) 
with x E N,, . N,, n a = M n LX, NO E IA(cof(o 1 )) and N,, catches A. Let N be the closure 
of NO n H(K) under (gj: j E o) and N * the substructure of 23 * generated by NO. Since 
each yj tH(K) E NO, NO closed under each gj rH(K) and hence NO = NnH(lc). Hence, 
N catches A. N is clearly a substructure of (M, E, A 1 M, ji r M, gj /M) and 
N EIA(cof(Cc)r)) since N* is. 0 
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.15, we use the continuum hypothesis. 
Because b(NS(oz, K) t IA) collapses every cardinal in [w,, K] to have cardinality 
GO:, it suffices to consider a sequence (Ai: i E o1 ) of maximal antichains (see 
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Section 1). We must show that for all p E P there is a stationary set 
SE~(NS(~~,K)~IA) with S d p and a y < K for all i < wl, Slk(3a~ 
AinC)supp(u) < y. (With a little more work we could actually show that there is 
a y < K, {N<H((22X)): N is self-generic below y} is stationary.) We note again that, 
assuming CH, N EIA (cof(oi)) iff N” G N. 
Claim 4.19. T = {N$H(22’v): INI = ol, N r-10.1~ E o2 and for all i there is an 
a~AinN, N~H(K)E~ and NEIA (cof(ol))np} is stationary. 
Proof. Let 210 = (H(22”‘), E,A,(A~: i < oI)). Let ‘?I be the expansion of 
2X0 guaranteed to exist by Lemma 4.18. Let NO < ‘%, NO n supp p E p, and N,” E NO. 
Repeatedly using Lemma 4.18, build a decreasing sequence of elementary substruc- 
tures (Ni: i EWE) and an increasing sequence of ordinals (Cli: i < ml) with the 
properties: 
(a) Ni”cNiandNi2Ni+l,andNinai=Ni+lncri; 
(b) if i is a limit, then Ni = nj<i Nj and Cli = SUpj<iClj; 
(c) for some aiENi+inAi, Ni+inH(K)Eai+i; 
(d) c10 = SUPP p and Cli + 1 = max { Mi, SUPP ai}. 
Then N = nicw, Ni clearly witnesses the claim. 0 
Since K is the critical point of somej: V -+ M with RI(K) c M, the set Tin Claim 4.19 
reflects to a stationary set S C PU2(H(~))nIA(cof(ol)) with support y < K such that 
every N ES catches each antichain Ai below y. By the results of Section 1, this proves 
Theorem 4.15. 0 
We now turn our attention to the failure of saturation of the non-stationary towers. 
We will exhibit a dense collection of antichains of size K in b(NS(p, K)) (for K a regular 
limit of measurables). Then we will prove that it is consistent that H fail for 
b(NS(p, K) IIA) (and hence for b(NS(,u,rc))). By Theorem 4.13 this shows that it is 
consistent for b(NS(,u, K) r IA) not to be K-saturated. 
We note that H. Woodin has constructed special towers of stationary sets which are 
saturated. 
Theorem 4.20. Let K be a regular limit of measurable (or Ramsey) cardinals and p be 
a regular cardinal. Then for all p E b(NS(,u, K)) there is an antichain A E b(NS(p, K))/P 
of cardinality K (even though K may be huge). 
Proof. Let p have support y. Let (K,: CI < K) be an increasing sequence of measurable 
cardinals bigger than y such that K, > SUP~<~ K . Let S, = {N < (H(K), E, A): 
INI <,u, NnH(y)EP, K,EN and COf(SUpNnK,)=w but for all /?eNnct, 
cofsup(N nlcp) = co1 }. The following claim clearly suffices for the theorem. 
Claim 4.21. S, is stationary. 
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Proof. Let ‘2I = (H(K), E, A,f;.)iso be an algebra. Let N =$clr be arbitrary. Suppose 
that A EN is measurable. Let U EN be a normal ultrafilter on A. For each St EN and 
each functionh either there is an Xi,2 E Un N for all /? ~X~,:,fi(?, fi) = y EN n2 or 
there is an Xi,: E Un N such that for all /? EXi,$,fi(R, b)$2. Let XN = r)iEW3ENXi,l. 
Then XN E U and for all p E XN, Sk%(N u { /3})n 1 is an end extension of N n i. 
Hence we can build a continuous chain (Ns: 6 < 6* < p) of elementary substruc- 
tures of 2l of cardinality <p and an increasing sequence (/J: 6 < S*) by induction 
such that 
(a) NonH(y) 
(b) if there is a p E Nd n CI with cof sup(N6n K~) < o 1, then f16 is the least such /I and 
Nd+ 1 is a #CD-end extension of NJ with cofsup(Nd+ 1 n ICY) = co,; 
(c) if there is no such fi E Nan ~1, then 6* = 6. 
An easy continuity argument shows 6 * < p. Again we can &-end extend Nd I to an 
N < 2I of cardinality <p with cof(sup N n KJ = w. Then N < ‘9I and N ES,. Hence 
S, is stationary. 0 
Very similar arguments can be used to show that the complement of IA is always 
stationary. This is true even without the use of large cardinals. 
The situation with the non-stationary tower on IA is more delicate. In view of 
Proposition 4.1, it would be extremely desirable to prove (in an w 1, . . . , III, preserving 
forcing extension of V) that b(NS(o,, K) r IA) is rc-presaturated. We do not know this 
fails, but the following result shows that K-saturation consistently fails. 
Theorem 4.22. Assume that there is a huge cardinal K. Then there is a partial ordering 
P that preserves o 1, . . . , w, such that in V ‘, K is still huge and Hfails ofNS(w,, K) IIA. 
Corollary 4.23. Con(ZFC+ there is a huge cardinal) implies Con(ZFC+ K is huge 
+ b(NS(o,, K) 1 IA) is not K-saturated). 
Proof of Corollary. Theorem 4.13. IJ 
Definition. Let q ,(cof( < 6)) be the statement: there is a sequence (C,: 
a E ~ncof( < 6)) such that 
(a) IC,j = cof(a), and C, 1 d d b 1s c ose an un ounded in a; 
(b) if cof(a) = 6, then o.t. (C,) = 6; 
(c) if fl is a limit point of C,, then C,nfl = C,. 
So, conventional 0 w_ i is U,“(cof( d o,_ 1)) in this terminology. 
We use the following theorem. 
Theorem (Baumgartner). Let M be a model ofZFC with a huge cardinal K. Then there 
is a partial ordering P EM such that MP k K is huge, q K(cof( < o,)), q ,“_, and O(E) 
for all stationary E E K. 
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Thus to prove Theorem 4.22, it suffices to assume that we are in a forcing extension 
of V where K is huge, q .(cof( GW,)), q ,~_, and O(E) for all stationary E c K. 
From these assumptions we construct a counterexample to H which is a subset of 
IA. First, there is a stationary set E0 G rcncof(o,_ i) such that for all y E Kncof(o,), 
Eony is not stationary in y. (Namely, for some 6 Em,ncof(o,_,), E0 = {CC o.t. 
(C,) = a}.) Let {S a: c( E E,} be a witness to O(E,) and let r, : K -+ H(K) be a bijection. 
Since K is weakly compact, there is a stationary set of regular 1 < K such that: 
(a) EonA is stationary in 2; 
(b) (S,: c1 cEOnA) is a O(E,nA)-sequence; 
(c) r, Ii: A + H(i) is a bijection. 
Let j: I/ -+ M be a huge embedding with critical point K. Choose a regular /I E(K,~(K)) 
such that: 
(a) j(E,)n/l is stationary in /2; 
(b) j((S,: c1 E E,)) tl is a O(j(E,)nl)-sequence; 
(c) j(r,) : A -+ H(l) is a bijection. 
This yields a stationary set E E A ncof(w,_ 1) (namely j( Eo)nA) and a O(E)- 
sequence (T,: aeE) such thatj(E)nl=E, andj((T,: ~EE))/A=(T,: aeE). 
Further, there is a well-ordering A of H(A) (namely the one induced byj(J’,‘,) t1) such 
that j(A) t H(A) = A. By “coding”, using A, we can rewrite our O-sequence as (2I,: 
C( E E) where Iu, = (X,, E,A tXo,fi*)isw is a structure with domain X, c H(1), 
X,nl = LY and for all structures 2I = (H(A), E, A,gj)jGo there is an CI with VIu, <2I. 
Again we may assume thatj((%,: aeE))tL = (a,: c(EE). 
Let u E E and (yi: i E CD,,_ 1 ) be the A-least closed and unbounded subset of c( with 
yi+l Ecof(m,). Let (C,: MEW,) be a •I,“_~ -sequence. Define a continuous increasing 
chain of elementary substructures (Ni: 6 < cr) of ‘?Iz, as follows: 
(a) NG = Sk({yi: ~‘Eo,-I}uo,-~); 
(b) if 6 is a limit ordinal of cofinality au,_ 1 and there is no y E E which is a limit 
point of N,” that is not in N,“, set 0 = 6; 
(c) if 6 is a limit not covered by (b), let $ = Nd n o, and C, = ( tij: j < o.t. C,). Let 
W = (Skata(N,“,nyy,): there is such a 6’ < 6 with Ni,nw, = $j), and 
Nz+i = Sk’U~(N~u{yEEnccly is a limit point of Ni)u{W}); 
(d) if 6 is a successor ordinal, let N 6e+l = Sk(N,“u{yeEncr: y is a limit point of 
Nil). 
Claim 4.24. For all a, CJ < w,. 
Proof. Clearly CJ < 0,. Note that each Nj has cardinality o,_ 1. Let p be the least 
,ordinal such that for a stationary set S of 6 E w, ncof(w,- 1) N,J+ 1 np 2 Ninp. Then 
p has cofinality 0,. Choose a closed unbounded set D = (pj:j < o,) E p such that 
Dn E = 0. For each fij there is a closed unbounded set Dj E o, such that for all 6 E Dj, 
Ni+l n/3j = N{n/?j. Choose a 6 ES such that sup(Ninp) = /?a and 6 E r)j<aDj. If 
(T # 6, then there is a limit point y for Nin E not in Ni. Since S ES, y < p. But y $ /Id 
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since 6 E (Ij<aDj. On the other hand, 7 # Pa, since f16$E. Since fld = sup(Ninp), this 
is a contradiction. 0 
Let N, = N,“. Let I/I = N,no, and suppose C, = (~j: j < (u,_ , ). Then 
(Sk”‘(N,nyj): Ndnm, = ll/j) 
is a witness to N, E IA. 
Let S = (N,: z EE and VI, expands (X,, E,A rX,,(‘21u,: fl< x))). Then S is 
a stationary subset of YQH(A))nlA. We claim H fails for S. 
SupposeMEj(S),N~MwithNnH(~)ES.ThenforsomeaEE,NnH(/I)=N,. 
Since N, is unbounded in r and j(E)n j. = E, r EM. But then N, EM as N, is 
definable from ‘?I, and {yi: i < 02}. Hence N,noz E Mnw,, contradicting N, M 
being witnesses for H. 0 
We finish this section by remarking that to our knowledge it is an open problem 
whether H is consistent for the non-stationary tower restricted to the internally 
approachable sets. It is also open whether the non-stationary tower restricted to IA can 
be made presaturated. Finally we do not know whether H itself implies that 0 < 0,. 
5. 
In this section we discuss the difficulties of forcing a new class for a weakly 
homogeneously Suslin equivalence relation. Subsequent to the results of the original 
version of this section, Woodin showed that iterating the “antichain sealing” forcing 
for the non-stationary ideal on w, (see [ 111) can make 8: = cSz. In particular that 
MM implies 8: = K2. This improves many of the results intended for this section and 
we omit them. Instead, we will prove an exact characterization of when Namba 
forcing changes a prewellordering. 
We will work with prewellorderings in L(W) (instead of equivalence relations) for 
convenience. Results of Woodin [38] and Harrington and Sami [14] imply that 
Theorem 5.1 extends to arbitrary thin, equivalence relations in L(lR). (Harrington and 
Sami’s results implies that if AD holds and all sets in L([w) carry scales and h is an 
equivalence relation in L( [w), then either _ has a perfect set of classes or the classes of 
_ can be well-ordered by a definition of the same complexity as the scales. Woodin 
showed, from a supercompact, hat there is a canonical inner model M containing all 
the reals satisfying ZF + ADla + “every set of reals has a scale”, and that every set of 
reals in M is weakly homogeneous. This more than suffices to extend our results to 
equivalence relations in L(W). (See also [19] and the remarks in Section 1.)) 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose there is a supercompact cardinal K. Let < E L(R) be a prewell- 
ordering. Then Nambaforcing adds a new < equivalence class if d has length at least 
V 
Q2 . 
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Proof. We consider what Namba forcing does to a homogeneous equivalence rela- 
tion. For specificity, we view Namba forcing as the collection of trees T E ~2~ with 
a stem (T and for all cp E T, cp 2 (T implies ( {cc qr’or E T } 1 = 02. The ordering is reverse 
inclusion. Any of the variants of Namba forcing also work for this argument. Suppose 
Namba forcing adds a new equivalence class to y , but w has only w1 classes. By 
c231, - is y-homogeneously Suslin for each y < K, by a tree TY. Choose T to be any 
such tree for y > o. We imitate the proof that Namba forcing adds no new reals 
assuming CH, using the homogeneity of N to show that a particular game is 
determined. 
Let 7 be a term for a real in V [G] (where G z Namba forcing, generic over V) and 
V [G] + 7 + v for all v E I/. Denote conditions in the Namba forcing by Y. Usual 
fusion arguments give a tree Y ’ such that if cr E 9’ is of length n, then Si 117 rn 
(Yi = {q EY’: cp 2 CT}.) Without loss of generality Y’ has no stem. 
For each real c1 E ww we define 2 games, G, and G,*. The game G, is defined as 
follows: 
G,: 
I B, B, ... ... 
II a(0) a(1) ... ... 
Player I plays a sequence of subsets of 02, (Bi i E w2) with I Bil < ol. Player II 
plays a sequence of elements of 02, (a(i): ieo,) so that (o(i): i 6 n) ET’ and 
o(i)$B(i). 
Given a play of the game we canonically get a real t E&’ by setting t(u) = m iff 
(a(i): i < m) IF 7(u) = tn. Player II wins a play of the game G, iff t N cc 
The game G,* is played much the same as G, is, with the additional burden on 
player II to continuously provide “evidence” that c1 N t: 
1 & B1 B2 ... 
G,*: II a(O)/?(O) o(l)B(l) o(2)/?(2) ... 
Player I plays (Bi: i EW) with Bi c 0.1~ and IBi( < ol. Player II plays (i7,$) with 
a(i)+ Bi and 8 1 n Ik (7 t n, a r n, fi / n) E T. Player II wins a play of the game iff the play is 
of infinite length. 
We note that if player II wins a play of G,* and t is the resulting real, then t - CI. 
We first want to prove that for some c(, player II has a winning strategy in G,*. Since 
G,* is closed, it is determined. 
Claim 5.2. Suppose that player I has a winning strategy in G,*. Then player I has 
a winning strategy in G,. 
Proof. Let 9’: be a winning strategy for player I in G,*. Let (c(,,“: p, v E(W)“, n 60) 
be measures witnessing the homogeneity of T. Define Y,Jo(O), . . . ,a(n)) = B,+ 1 
iff for pr I”+ l,.rn+ ,-almost all ~9?((0(0)/3(0)), . . . ,(4n)B(n))) = &+ I. Where 
.F ’ a~n+111t~n+l=7tn+1.) 
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Sinceeachp,l.+l,.i,+l isIWT’(-complete,&+, is well-defined. Suppose that 9= is 
not a winning strategy for player I. Let 
I Y,(8) Y&(O)) Y&(0),41)) ... 
II o(1) c(l) . . . 
be a play of the game by 9, with player II winning. Then t - CL By the definition of 
Ya, there is a sequence of (X,: n ~0) such that P~~~,~,JX,,) = 1 and for all 
a E X,~AJ(O) , . . . ,o(n - 1)) = sP,*(a(O)fi(O), . . . ,o(n - l)fl(n - 1)). Since t - a, there 
is a sequence j? = ( j?,,: n EO) such that for all n, pin E X,. But then the play 
I sp,@) Y&(O)) ... 
II 4OMO) c(l)B(l) ..* 
is a win for player II in G,* even though I has played according to his strategy 9’:; 
a contradiction. 0 
Now, suppose for all tl, player I wins G,*. Then for all tx, player I wins G,. Choose 
a collection of representatives (ai: i E o 1 ) of all of the N equivalence classes. Define 
a sequence of sets (B,: n EO) and ordinals (0”: n EO) by induction as follows: 
Let Bo = Uieo, .Yai(8). Suppose that B, is defined and I B, 1 = ol. Let on be 
an element of 02\B, such that (o(O), .. . ,o(n - l), o(n)) ET’. Let B,+ 1 = Uiew, 
zzi(fJm ... > a(n-l),a(n)).ThenIB,+,I=w,.NotethatsinceIB,I =o,,itisalways 
possible to choose the 0,‘s. 
The for all i E w 1, the play: 
I q(0) x&(O)) ... 
II a(0) a(1) ... 
is a legal play in Gai by the strategy .9&. Define t(n) = rn iff (a(O), .. . , a(n))ltz(n) = m. 
Then for some i, t - q. But t is the result of a legal play of Gai according to yiol,, 
a contradiction. Hence for some i EW 1, player II has a winning strategy in G,*. 
Claim 5.3. There is a Namba subtree F” of Y-’ and a function f :F-” + OR’” such 
that for all 13 = (oo, . . . . a,) EF”, F$It-(z rn,cr tn,f(a))ET, and if 8 is an initial 
segment of d’, f(8) is an initial segment off(8’). 
The claim suffices to prove this direction of the theorem, since if d = (ai: i EW) is 
a Namba-generic sequence and ryta’l is the generic real, then for all n, 
(7 “@] r n, a, r n, f( 8 1 n)) E T. Hence r “tzl is equivalent o a. 
Proof of Claim 5.3. Let Y”,* be a winning strategy for player II in G,* . By induction on 
n, we define Si = {F! E F “: e(8) = n}, and a collection of partial plays { Pa:8 E 9: f 
and ffF=. If n = 0, F“ = {8}, and f(0) = 0. Suppose 13~5:. Let (CQ: HEWN) 
enumerate the successors of 13 in 5’. 
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Say that an ordinal y conforms for 0’ iff for some 6 < CI)~ there is a p, (Y,/?) is II’s 
response according to Y’,* in the run of the game with initial segment F$ where I plays 
(01~. : S’ < 6 > as his nth move. The pair (y, j?) conforms for d if y conforms for D and 
(y,p) is II’s response to the least such 6, 6,. 
Let Y:+ 1 = (3-y: y conforms for d) and P+.? = P~(c(~: 6 < 6, )-(JJ, p) and 
f(b-y) =f(b)-P, where (r, /?) conforms for 8. 
Then 5” = Unow 9-l and f clearly satisfy the claim. This proves that if - is 
a homogeneously-Suslin equivalence relation with <w 1 classes, then Namba forcing 
does not add a new class. 
To prove the other direction of the theorem: let < be a prewellordering in L(R) 
with at least o,-classes. Let G be generic for Namba forcing. 
Since 5 is weakly homogeneous, for all x, y E L(R)‘, x5y ifl x 5’ y. Hence the 
length of IG is at least the length of 5. 
By [ 1.11, there is a further “small” forcing extension H and elementary embeddings 
jl:L([W)“-tL(R)YrH1andjz:L([W)YrG1~L([W) VrH1 If the length of 3 is exactly w2 in 
V, then L(R)” + the length of 5 is regular. l&t V[G] + L(R)w c L(R) so if 
6 = W2, L(lR)‘rGJ + 6 has cofinality w, and the length of 5 is regular. Thus, the 
length of z?‘[‘~ is greater than 0:. 
If the length of $ is greater than w2, let x EL( R)Y[GJ be of 5 ‘-rank WY. Suppose 
there is a y E L(R)’ with y -x.ThenforallzfV,z5y(ory5z)iffz5Gx(orx 92). 
If Namba forcing adds no new equivalence classes, this implies that y has rank oy in V. 
Thus j,(y) = y has regular rank in L(R) ‘tH1 but x = j,(x) has singular rank in 
L(R)VrH1. Since V[G] k x - y, we have L(lR)“rH1 k x - y, a contradiction. 0 
6. 
In this section we remark on a curious observation and strengthen Theorem 2.12. 
Definition 6.1. Let K be an inaccessible cardinal, P a partial ordering and j : V + A4 be 
a generic embedding in V ‘. The pair (P, j) is K-Levy-like iff 
(1) crit(j) = o1 ,j(til) = ic, 
(2) A4 is transitive and wwn VP = ~“‘nA4, 
(3) if r E V ‘nww, then r E Va for some regular subalgebra Q of P with IQ1 < K. 
The following is well-known. 
Lemma 6.2. If P is a partial ordering, K is inaccessible and 
(a) I/” ~K=C+. 
(b) fur all Y E V/” no* there is a regular subalgebra Q ofP with 1 Q 1 < tc and r E VQ. 
Then for all V-generic G s P there is a V-generic H E Col(w, <K) with 
Cf_PnV[G] = CLPnV[H]. 
Our observation is the following. 
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Theorem 6.3. For all inaccessible K and all c( < 8 there is a y such thatfor all K-Levy-like 
(p,j),j(4 = Y. 
Corollary 6.4. If 6’ > co,, then for all inaccessible K there is a y for all Ic-Levy-like 
(p,j), j(w) = Y. 
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let 5 be a prewellordering of ow in L(R) of length at least 
c1 + 1. Then for some formula cp, some real r and some ordinals ~EOR’” with 
j(x) = 3, 5 = {(x, y): (pL(n)(x, y,r,x)}. (Note that since P is a set, there is a proper 
class of ordinals fixed by j with Boolean value 1.) Since 5 has length at least c( + 1, we 
can find an s EON such that L(R) k “the s-rank of s is c(“. Consider j: V + M. Then 
L(j(R)) k “the j(5)-rank ofj(s) is j(a)“. Since neither s nor 3 are moved by j, this last 
statement can be expressed in the form $(s,s, j(x)), in L(j(R)). Since (IP, j) is K-Levy- 
like, &(j(R)) = L(R)“’ = L(R)“cO”w’<“. We note that for each ordinal y, the formula 
(ll/($,$))“‘“’ is a Vco’(o*<K) forcing statement mentioning only parameters in V. 
HenF, by the homogeneity of the Levy collapse, for all y, the truth value of 
Il/(S, 6, $)L(“) is determined in I/’ by the trivial condition in Col(w, < K). !J 
This theorem is surprising when considered in the context of the plethora of 
K-Levy-like forcings. We remark on some of the examples. 
Example 6.5. Let ~~ < K~ be the Woodin cardinals. The following partial orderings 
P canonically induce a j with (P, j) rci-Levy-like. Hence if 0 > o, there is a y such that 
for each of the (P’, j)‘s below, j(mn) = y: 
(a) P = NS(wi, ~1)~ 
(b) P = NS(oi, Ko)*NS(Ko,Ki) 
(c) P = NS(w,, Ko)*NS(o,,Ki) 
(d) p = NS(KO,K~)*NS(%,K-1) 
(e) If K 1 is (say) supercompact, P = Radin forcing through K 1 * NS(w i, K 1). 
A canonical approach towards showing 6 < w, using Theorem 6.3 would be to start 
with a model having a large cardinal K and force with “small forcing” to get a model 
I/ ’ such that if j and jP are the generic embeddings from NS(oi, K) in I’ and V’ 
respectively, then jP(wn) > j(o,). The idea here would be to introduce enough “new” 
functions in the generic ultrapower to change where o, goes. This necessitates adding 
new functions F:Pm,(a)“’ -+ o,(tl < K) and still maintaining the old functions as 
defined on stationary subsets of 9$,(a)“‘. In particular, for all c( < K, P&(a)" must be 
stationary in V P; i.e., P must be “reasonable” (see Section 2). The next proposition 
suggests ome difficulties with this approach. In particular, it implies that if ) P) < K, 
5' is reasonable and 
G G b(NS l(wI, K))“” 
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is generic and concentrates on ($,,,(z)“: a < K), then {[FIG: there is an r < K, 
F:3$,,(r)+o, and FE V) is cofinal in {[Flc: there is an r < K, F:~,,(z)+co,, 
F&+}. 
Proposition 6.6. Let h: be inaccessible and P be a reasonable partial ordering with 
IPI <K. Let r < K and $PU,(a)” -+w, be an element of V” and 3 a P-term for 
a stationary subset of 9&(a)“. Let p E P. Then there is a condition q d p and a function 
g:.PU, (@)-+o, in V (some /?,K > /I? 2 2) such that: 
qlk {x EC?&?): g(x) 2 f(xna) and xnst E 3) 
is stationary. 
Proof. Fix p E P. Let i. 9 aulP1 with i < K. For each N EP:,(H(R)), if there is an 
(N, P)-generic qN < p such that qN It N n x E 3 choose such a qN. By shrinking qN we 
may assume that if qN exists, qN Itf(N na) = xh. some rN. 
Claim 6.7. Let A = {N < (H(A), E, {p}, lP,f: A): qN exists}. Then A is stationary in V. 
Proof. Ifnot,let’+U = (H(i), E, . . ..I.: )ieo bean algebraon H(/l)such that no N<2I 
is in A. Let G E P be generic with PEG. Since P is reasonable and SG s 9U,(a)v is 
stationary in V[G], A’= {NE~~,(H(~))“: N<2land GnN isgenericover Nand 
NnaESG} isstationaryin V[G]. Forany N~A’,thereisaqN~Gthatis(N,P)- 
generic and qN IF N n a E s; a contradiction. 0 
Let /3 = lH(E.)I and b:/? -+ H(i) be a bijection such that b Ia is the identity. Let g: 
9$+(/?) +02 be defined by setting g(x) = 0 if b”x#A and g(x) = 2% + 1 if 
b”x = N E A. If the proposition fails for this g, then there is a P-term for a club set 
D E YU,(~)” such that plt(Yx E D)(xnz ES + g(x) <f(xna)). Using b, this yields 
a P-term 6 c .qa,(H(i))” such that plk(VN~c) (if NnaES, then 
f(Nna)>g(b-‘[N])). Let NEA, N<(H(j.),E,{p},P,j;C,b), then qN<p and 
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